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The Perfo~mance and Chemical State 
df a Sulfur Poisoned Fischer-Tropsch. Catalyst 
by 
Chester T. Barr·y 
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May 15, 1985 in part.ia.l fulfillment of the requirements 
for t.he Degree of Master of Science 
Abstract 
The effect of prepoisoning a fused iron Fischer-Tropsch 
catalyst on its performance and chemical state was 
investigated. Following reduction at 400 °c, the catalyst 
w a s p o i s o n e d o r c a rb i d e d a t 2 5 0 ° C an d 1 a t m . A s a r e s u l t 
of poisoning with 1.6 mg S/g Fe, catalytic activity 
decreased 25% and the extent of carbide formation in· the 
bulk after 12 hours of synthesis did not ch-ange 
significant l y . T ~ e select iv i t y and chemic a 1 st a t e of the 
catalyst did not change significantly. As a res·ult of 
poisoning with 134 mg S/g Fe, catalytic activity decr·eased 
95% and the extent of carbide formation in the bulk af_ter 
0-.5 hours of synthesis was lowered. The selectivity was 
improved ~nd the chemical state of the catalyst was 
different from that of an unpoisoned catalyst~ The 
selectivity shifted toward olefin production and higher 
molecular weight products. 
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The Fischer-Tropsch reaction 1s the catalytic 
hydrogenati-0n of tarbon monoxide followed by polymerizatiun 
to n-paraffins, Q le fins, and oxygenated sµecies. 
Consequently, 
synthetic route 






hydrocarbons. This technology is in commercial operat-ion at 
SASOL in South Africa. At this time, there are no Fischer-
Tr·opsch processe~ i.n commercia.l operat_ion in th€:' u·nited 
States. 
Fischer-T.ropsch catalysts are usually made of iron 
promoted with potassium and alumina. One serious li~itation 
of these 












For the process 
to become attractive fro~ an economic standpoint, the amount 
of gaseous products mu~t be reduced and the olefiriic e::ontent 
improved. Olefins are gen·erally more reactive th-an 
pa r a f f i n s an d ca n mo r e ea s i 1 y be u p g r a d e d t o h i g h v a 1 u e -
added products. 
I.B. Effect of Sulf~r on Fischer-Tr~psch Catalysts 
Sulfur severely poisons iron Fischer-Tropsch 




1 e v e 1 s o f H 2 S a n d o t h.e r. s u 1 f u r - b ea r i n g c u m p o u n d s . A s 1 i t t 1 e 
as 0.4 mg S/g Fe ·reduced the activity of a fused irun 
catalyst teh-fold in laboratory studies (Karn, et al., 
1 9 6 3 ) . P o i s o n i n g o cc u r s a s ~ r e s u 1 t o f a d s o q., t i o n u J s u 1 i u r 
o n t o t h e s u r f ~ c e of me t a 1 1 i c c a t a l y s t s ( Ba r t h .u 1 u _n1 e ,,., et a 1 . , 
198 2 ) . Ca 1 cu 1 at ions i n d i cat e that at Fi s·c her-Tr u µsch 
conditions, sulfur ads.orµt.ion is essentially .irreversible 
(Stenger, 1984). Sulfur poisoning. is a seri"ous· -pruhlen1 in J 
number of comm er c i a 1 ca ta 1 y t i c pro c t~ s s es s u c h as clll: rn r J 11 1 a 
synthfsis and steam r~forming. 
In small amounts, however, su.lfur is a selective 
poison. As it decreases the activity, it red.uces the rate 
of o 1 e fin hydrogenation and chain t e·r mi 11 at ion . Hence , 
sulfur-poisbned iron catalysts produce more olefins and 
higher molecular weight products per mole synthesfs gas 
converted than fully active catalysts (Bartholomew· et al., 
1982). Stenger (1984) observed a decrease in methane 
production and enhanced olefin selectivity in hi~ poisoning 
studies. 
There is a need to improve the selectivity of iron 
c~talysts for the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. If better 
un de r s t o o d , s e 1 e c t iv e po i so n i n g b y s u 1 f u r in i g h t p r o v i d e a 
route to this objective. 
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I.C. Ac.tivity and Chemical State of Catalyst 
During the activation of reduced iron Fischer-
Tropsch catalysts, it has. been shown that the acttvity uf 
the catalyst rises almost linearly with th~ extent of 
carbide formation in the bulk (Rauµp and Delg·ass, 1979). 
Models which attempt to explain this observatfon con~ider 
the role of diffusion ·o.f carbon into the bulk uf the 
catalyst (Nie~antsver~riet and Van Der Kraan, 1982). 
The present work proceeded with the hypothesis 
fh at ·the con cent ration ·of s u 1 fur at the surface in£ 1 u enc es 
the rate of carbide formation in the bulk of an iron 
catalyst. 
I.D. Objective and Experimental Approach 
The objectiv~ of this research is to better 
understand the effect of sulfur on the performance and 
chemical state of ·a fused iron Fischer-Tropsch catalyst. 
All reaction experiments were carried out using 
the same ~icroreactor. Aft er reduct fon to iron me ta 1, some 
ca t a 1 y st s amp 1 e s we r e po i s o ffe d w i t h h y d r o g r e n s u 1 f i d e f o r 
various periods of time. Poisoned and un poi so.ne d samp 1 es 
we~e used to catalyze a mixture of carbon 
hydrogen for the Fischer-Tropsch synthesi$. 
synthesis reaction, gas chromatography was 






selectivity of the catalyst. After catalyzing the synthesis 
reaction for various periods of time, poisoned and 
unpoisone~ samples were removed from the react-or and 
analyzed using Mossbauer spectroscopy. After analJzirig the 
Mossbauer spectra with the aid of the SIRICS Sp~ctrum 
E v a lu a t i n g S y s y t e m , t h e e f f e.c t o f pr e a dSo r b e d s u 1 f u r o n t h e 
chemical state of the catalyst w~s determined. 
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II. .Experimenta) 
II~A. Operation of Reacto( System 
II.A.I. Reactor System. 
A single reactof system was used to cairy uut 
catalyst r~ductiQn, poisoning, and Fischer-Tropsch reactions 
(Figure 1). 
s·e c-t ions : 
The system can be broken down into· four 
the upstream section (a-g), the microreactor 
module (h-1), the downs·tream section (m-n), and temper-ature 
control equipment (o-v). 
stainless steel. 
A.11 connecting tubing was 1/4-in 
In the upstream section, reactant flowrate 
was regulated using a Linde Model FM 4441"'"1 rotameter. It 
was equipped with a metering valve and two spherical floats. 
The glass float· was useful for nitrogen flow of 5-50 ml/min. 
The 316 stainle·ss s·teel float was useful for nitrogen flow 
of 15-150 ml/min. The system pressure was measured using a 
pressure gauge. A 10 psig pressure relief valve (f, 
Swagelok No. SS~4C-10) was installed in the event that high 
molecular weight waxes plugged ·the reactor, causing the 
reactor pressure to rise. 
open and valve e closed. 
During operation, valve d was 
S inc e re 1 i a b 1 e in f o rm a t i on on th e ch em i c a 1 
state of the catalyst was desired, it was necessary to 
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upstream reactor valye 
reactor 
downstr~am reactor valve 
downstream Quick-connect 
pressure relief valve Downstream Sect-ion: 
pressure gauge 
m. Ge sampling port 
n - soap bubble meter 
Figure 1: Reactor System 
-
t m n 
1--------4-· 
Temperature Control Section: 
o - microreactor thermocouple 
p - temperafure controller 
q - microreactor £urnace 
r - heating tape thermocouple 
s - power regulator 




u - thermocouple selector switch 





the microreactor to the Mossbauer sample holder. The 
microreactor ~odule could quickly and conveniently be 
removed from the system using the upstream and downstream 
Q u· i ck - con fl e c t s ( h a Q _d 1 ) . ~ p s t re am a fl d du w n st ream re a c t o r 
v a 1 v e s ( i a n d k ) w e re c lo s e d p r i or to mo du 1 e r em o \' c1 l .· Once 
the modul-e was in the jnert chamber", the reactor could be 
open~d to rec-over the upoxidized catalyst. 
The mi c r o r ea c t u r ( j) .c o n s i st s o f a S .._ a g e 1 u k 
union flanked on both sides by a porous stainless steel frit 
which serves to contain the catalyst 1n the reactor. The 
dimensions of the reactor are 10.4 mm x 5.6 mm (diameter x 
length, volume= 0.48 3 cm . Thermocouple " " 0 ex t e n.d s th r o ugh 
the wall of the union a.nd is embedded in the catalyst during 
experim.ents. 
In the downstream section, a sampling port 
from which gas chromatography samples were withdrawn was 
f a s h io n e d f r om a 1 / 4 - i n s t a i n 1 e s s st e e 1 "T " f i t t i n g . A 9 .m m 
Supelco Thermogreen LB.:.:2 septum \\las held in place by a nut 
at the bottom of the "T". 
The temperature control equipment serve4 two 
purposes. The microreactor ther~ocouple (o) and the 
temperature controller (p) regulated the power supplied to 
the furnace (p) to· maintain the temperature in-side the 
microreactor at 400 °c during reduGtion and at 250 °c during 
poisoning and synthesis. runs. During experimental runs, 
temperatures differed from these desired value;; by no more 
than 1 °c. The Lindberg tubular furnace (Type 5-5035-A) 
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heated th.e micror.eactor and 6 inches oi tubing on either 
side of th·e reactor·. Heating taIJe (t) .was wraµµed 8round 
the downstream section valve, ~uick-connec.t, and sampling 
µort to IJrevent condensatior1 of. heavy waxes 1 II t li e s l' 
f · ·· · T h 1 11 r II d t t t . ~ttlngs. ermocouµ .e was J;usitiune Je11e,1·L 1 t H· 
h e a t i ri g t a !J e a <l j a c e n t t u t h e o u t s i d l' ( if t It e d u "' 11 s L r e t.1 m 
valve. T h e h e a t i t1 g· t"a p e 1./ a s p 1 u g g e d i n t u u V a r i d c ( s ) u s e d 
to maintain the temperature of the VcJ~Ve ;it t.1pJfruximate1y 7U 
~ C . T h e t h e r mo c o u p 1 e s e 1 e c t u r s w i t c ti. ( u ) was µ u s i t i u _ II c_:. d L u 
accept a sign al from either thetmocouµle 
II II () or II r II 311d 
divert it to an Analog Devices Model AD LOSU J digital 
readout ( v). 
11.A.2. Catalyst Reduction 
All catalyst samples we·re reduced at 1 a.tm 
under flowing hydrogen at 400 °c for 6'0 hours prior ·to any 
subsequent poisoni.ng or Fischer-Tropsch reaction, The 
desired flowrate was 40 ml/min ytelding a gas hoiHly space. 
velocity (GHSV) of 5000 (ml gas at STP/hr/ml empty reactor). 
Following reduction, hydro~en tiow to the catalyst was 
stopped· and the t~mperature was reduced to 250 °C. 
ll;A.3. Poisoning 
Catalysts that were s~lfided were done so 
under flowing 2% hydrogen sulfide in hydrogen. at 250 
0 C 
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prior to Fischer-Tropsch reaction. The desired flDwrate ~a~ 
-10 ml/min yielding a GHSV of 1250. At t e r 5 mi n u t e s u r I 
hours of poisoning , f 1 ow to the cat a 1 y st ,... as i r1 terr u µ t e c b v 
closing val.ves adj~tent to the reactur. 
II.A.4. Synthesis 
For synthe.sis, catalyst sar.iples 1,f·re ·ex-;;0sed 
to synthesi? gas (:iU vol.% carbon monoxide. in hydr.o 6eri; 
flowing at 5 ml/min at 250 °c. Heating tape ·.:rapµed around 
the do~nstream valve, down~tream Quick-tonnectJ and GC 
sampling port prevented high molecular '-''eight waxes from 
c o n d e n s ·i n g i n t h e s e f i t t i n g s a n d p 1 u g g in g t he a p p a r a t u s . 
With the aid of a thermocouple positioned between the 
heating tape and the downstream valvei a Variac was used to 
maintain the temperature in these fittings above 70 °c. 
Periodicaliy, 1 ~l gas samples were withdrawn from the f·low 
system through_ the septum of the downstream sampling port 
using a Hamilton Gas-Tight 1001 
3 1 cm syringe. These gas 
samples were then analyze~ using gas chromatogra~hy. 
After 0.5, 12, or 98 hours of Fischer-Tropsch reaction, 
flow was s~itched fro~ synthesis gas to argon flowing at 40 
ml/min in order to flush the catalyst of reactants. At the 
same time, the furnace was turned off and opened to quickly 
cool the reac.tor. 0 n c e th e t.e mp e r a t u r e i n s i d e th e r e a c t o r 
reached about 100 °c, the flow of ar·gon was turned off and 
the reactor sealed shut by closing both the upstream and 
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downstream valves, V3 and V4, respectively. Once the 
re a c tor was coo 1 enough to hand 1 e , it was re mo v e d f r o rr. ~ he 
apparatus using th~ Quick-cohn~ct fittings and clamped 
securely in the vise within th~ in~rt chamber. 
I I . B. Ca.ta 1 y s_t and Re act ants 
Th e ca t a 1 y s t u s e d i n t h i s w o r k w a s a f u s e cl i r u n 
ammonia syn t hes is ca ta 1 y st p ur c has e d f r om Uni t e d Ca ta 1 y s t , 
Inc. and designated C-73-1-101. -Its analys·is as determinec 
by Galbraith Laboratories of Knoxville, TN was 64.4% Fe, 
0 . 7 6 % A 1 , 0 • 3 1 % K , a n d O . 7 4 % Ca .o n a w e i g h t b a s i s , ~ i t h 
Dxygen and trace elements making up the balance. The 
catalyst was sieved to a particle size of 150 - 300 microns 
(48 to 100 mesh). 
Gases were obtained from Union Carbide 
C or po r a t i on . F o :r i;- e d u c t i on , Ex t r a Dr y G r a d e h y ·d r o g e n " a s 
used. Uncertified Grade 2% (v/v) hydroien .s~lfide 1n 
hydrogen and 50% (v/v) carbon monoxide in hy~rogen were used 
in poisohing and synthesis experiments, respectiy~ly. 
II.C. Product Artalysis by Gas Chromatography 




analysis system consisted of a 
chromatograph, a Supelco SP-1700 
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packed GC column, a Hewlett-Packard 3370A integratur, and a 
Perkin Elmer 690 striµ chart recorder. 
The HP 5750 gas chromatograph consisted of ~n 
oven, a thermal conductivity (TC) detector, a s~riµ chc1rt 
record e r , and assoc i a t e d mod u 1 es f or c CJ n t r o 1 of t he TC 
detector an-d oven temperature control. All samples were 
analyzed using temperature programmed separations. The 
injection port t em p e r a t ur e w a s the same as the oven 
t e mp e r a t u r e . F o 11 ow i n_g a four minute post inject iO n 
interval at room temperature, the oven temµerature was 
programmed to rise 4 °c per _min to the upper limit of 90 °c. 
At this time the oven li"d 
column cooled at a rate of 
~onductivity temp~ra~ure was 
automatically opened and the 
0 40 .C per min. Ttie thermal 
120 °c. High. Pur-i t y Gra-de 
he 1 i um obtained from Union Carbide Corporation was used as 
the carrier gas at a flowrate of appfoximately 25 ml/min. 
Supelco Thermogreeh LB-2 12.5 mm inj"ection port ·septa were 
replaced as needed. 
A pre·-conditioned and pre--'packed 30' x 1/8" 
stainless s.teel column was obtained from Supelc.o, Inc. The 
column packing consisted of 23% SP-1700 on 80/100 Chromosorb 
ahd was d~sighed for sepa~ation of light hydrocarbobs. 
Informat"ion supp~ied by the manufa-cturer (Figure 2) 
indicates that, in general, the column elutes paraffins 
befo~e olefihs in order of increasing carbon ·numbe~. 
The HP 3370A integrator was used to integrate 
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o · 2 , e a 1 o 12 " 1 e 1 a 20 22 2, 2e 30 32 
..., 
23' SP-1700 on 8()/100 Ctwomosort> PAW. 30· a 1 e· 
00 SS. Cot T~ 70-C. ir,. Temp 100°C. 0et T~ 
150-C. Flow Rela• 25rnlllWI. He. Oet. Fil. Sens 32 a 
1 0 1 •. Sample O 6µ1 ASTM Section L Blend No 6. plus 
C5s 
Figure 2: Separation Characteristics of 




The tntegrator operated ir. the aut~~a:~c ~s:".:: 
up and down sloJJe sensitivitie~ 
volt/ min. T h a t i s , i n t e g r a t i o n. of a ;, e a k t e 6 a r. · .. r. E<. :. >: 
e l e c t r i c a i s i g n a 1 f r om th e TC d e t e c tr) r 1 :. c r ~ a s e ~ :; :, 
per .minute. S i mi la r 1 y , i n t e gr a t i on 11 f :.~.:.:: ~ f: i!.. '= :-. : ~ :· ;. ~ 
soon as the stgnal decreased by 1 e s s : ~- i! ~- - ' .·;::,. .... 
minute. Periodically, the integrator recd~c~:~:e: 
basellne to account for septum "bleec:". 
delay was set at 0.3 min. Figure - . .., .- ;__. 
chromatogram and its correspond-ing peak area d2:2 ::5 
presented by the integrator. The lo~er n~nber o: eac~ r.a:~ 
·-is· the retention t·i me of the peak in units of secor.d.s .... \ - , . 
The upper number is the area of that peak ir. units o: ::-.::.er~ 
volts per second. Powers of ten appear in t h e r i o h t ·c c l u ::-, r. 0 
alongsirle the area data. 
The Perkin-Elmer 690 Strip Chart Recorder 
created the chromatogram ba-sed on electr~cal signais from. 
the integrator. 
mm/ min. 
The recorder advanced paper at a rate of 5 
II.C.2. Operation 
In general, throughout the period of this 
research that GC samples were being analyzed, the instrument 
was in a ready mode with carrier gas flowing constantly. 
Therefore, most instrument settings did not require 
adjustment, with the ~otable exceptioq of periodically 
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Figure 3: Sample HP-5750 Chromatogram 
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checking and adjusting the helium c~rrier gas flowrate t-0 25 
ml/min. The Coarse Zero and Fine Zero controls of the HP 
5750 Conductiv~ty Module were often adjusted to align the 
pen of the strip chart recorder on a convenient baselin~. 
Prior to GC sample injection, the integrator and strip 
char~ recorder were turned on. Mo st o f t h e s e i n s· t r um ·e n t s ' 
settings 
research. 
did not require adj~Stment throughout thi5 
After inserting the syringe needle through 
t h e i n je c t i o n po r t s e p tu m , t he l m 1 g a s s a m p l e w a s i n j e ct e. d 
into the inJect·ion port by depressing the syringe plunger 
rapidly but steadily. Immediately following 
sample 
injection, the GC "I.nject Start" and int~grator "Start 
Analysis" buttons were depressed. After the temperature 
programmed cycle was completei the GC a~tomatically shut off 
and the integrator "Stop Analysis·" switch was ·manually 
depressed. 
II.C.3. Data Reduction 
The f o 11 o win g ca 1 c ul a t i on s a r e b a s e d o n t h e 
GC peak area data provided by the HP 3370A integrator:. An 
arbitrary molar area unit (herein referred to simply as 
"molar area", and abbreviated "M") is de{ined as: 
(AI). (FI) 
----------(WI) 




~I = I = 
Response 
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area of peak I 
thermal conductivity 
det~ctdr re~pdnse factor for 
component I 
molecular ~eight of compo~en~ I 
1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 w hi.ch denote 
ethane 1 ethylene, propane, 
or propylene, respettiv~ly. 
f ac t.o.r s for GC analyses o.f 
hydrocarbons are ·available in the literature (Dietz, 1~67). 
The v a 1 u es f o r the· c om po u nd s o f i n t e r e s t i n t h i s ... o r k a r e : 
e th a n e , 0 . 5 9 ; e t h y 1 e n e , 0 . 5 85 ; p r o p a n e , 0 . 6 8 ; a n d p r o p y 1 e r, e· , 
0.652. 
a. Relative Activity Calculation 
Since the activit.y of the catalys.t. ~.as 
not measured directly, the activity of poison~d samples ~as 
reported relative to that of unpoisoned samples. The total 
molar area of C2 and C3 compounds formed by a poisoned 
catalyst sample at time t 0 during the syn~h~sis reaction was 
determined. This value was then compared to the C2+C3 mola~ 
area formed by an unpoisoned catalyst at the same time. 
That is, 
relative activity 
li MI (poisoned, t 0 ) 
= --.1-------------------- . \ I1 MI (unpoi~oned, to) 
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Poisoned catalyst acti.vity is therefore always an 
experimentally determined percentage of the activity of the 
unpoisoned catal~st. 
b; Selectivity Calculation 
Selectivity a reaction product 
species I , S 1 , is defined as :. 
Note tha.t. selectivity is defined as the molar area percent 
o f e t ha n e , e th y 1 e n e , p r .o p a n e , o r p r o p y 1 e n e r e la t i v e t o t h e 
total of these four reaction produ0t~ only. 
II.D~ Catalyst Analysis by Mossbauer Spectroscopy 
Mossbauer spectroscopy is an -analytical 
technique useful in determining the chemical state of 
Mossbauer effect absorbers such as iron. The Mossbauer 
spectrometer "sees" only the recoil-free fraction of 
57
Fe 
nu c 1 e i in the ca.ta ly st , not the en t i·r e cat a 1 y st . Assuming 
that the rec o i 1- free fr act i on is the same f o r d if_ f ere n t 
iron-bearing compounds in the sample, percent spectral area 
is proportional to molar percent of the iron present. For 
example, if X-Fe 5G2 accounts fdr 20% of the spectral area of 
• 
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a cat a 1 y st that i s 5 0 % i r on , the cat al y st i s 1 U % X - Fe 5.c 'l. on 
a mole basis. 
A detailed e x µ 1 a n a t i o 11 <J f the Mosslrnuer 
effect is outside the scope oJ this U1esi!::>. 
number of. we 11 - •ir it ten book s on t h i s s u b J e < t ( Ma y , 19 7 l c1 ll d 
Wertheim, 1964). There is a.ls<; al ledsl urt(' exreller1t 
review of Mossbauer spectru!::>cuµy and its c1µµli<,Jli<Jr1s trJ 
r e s ea- r c h i n h e t e r o g e n e o u s c a t a l y s i s ( D u nw s i < a r Id T cj p s u e , 
1977). 
Mossbauer analysis 0f a catalyst !::>alll!Jle 
i n v o l v es p rep a ring the s amp 1 e , o µer a t i. n g t he s µe c t r om e t 0 r , 
reducing the raw data, and fitting t-he spectrum. The 
chemical state and comµosit.ion of the iron 111 a catalyst 
sample can be determined after comparing the fitted 
Mossbauer parameters with accepted values in the literature. 
II.D.1. Prepar~tion of Mossbauer Sample 
a. Mossbauet Sa~ple Holder F~bricatioh 
The Mo s s b a u er s amp 1 e h o.1 d er ( Fi g u re 4 ) 
c o n s i s· t e d o f a f r o n t p an e 1 , a b a c k p a n e 1 , a n d a c e n t r al 
"well" piece. -U s i"n g a b a n d s a w , t w o i d e n t i c a 1 1 . 5 - i n c h x 
1. 5-tnch panels .were cut from 1/16-inch 





x 3-inch piece cut from 1/4-inch thick s.heet .Plexiglas with 














@ CATALYST IN WELL 
Figure 4: Mossbauer Sample Holder 
• 
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panel centered securely over the hole, methylene chloride 
solvent was applied along the perimeter of the back panel in 
order to securely join the t~o pieces and form a ~ell. 
b. Inert Chamber Preparation 
In order to prevent the oxidation of the 
catalyst, the reactor was opened and the catalyst placed in 
the Mossbauer sample holder 
under an inert (arion) 
e n v i.r o n me n t . F i g u r e 5 sh o w s ·t h e. i n e r t ch a m b e r . 
With the 
reactor clamp~d firmly in the vise, the following materials 
wer~ placed inside the inert chamber: Playtex gloves, 13/16-
in and 7/8-in open end wrenches, Mossbauer samp~e holder and 
front panel, one 4-ml glass vial and plastic $C~ew' top, 
dual-~hamber epdxy dispenser, and a plastic stirrer. After 
collapsing the glove bag (Instruments for ~esearch and 
Industry, Model X-27-2J) to remove as much air as possible, 
. TM 
the chamber was sealed shut using Handy~Lok closures (.see 
Figure 5 ins~t) supplied by the glove bag manufactur~r. The 
chamber was inflated with argon passing into the chamber 
through a 1/4-in Tygon tabe. The cha~ber was then purged by 
breaking the recloseable seal slightly and forcing the 
remaining air and argon out of the chamber. This procedure 
of purging and inflating the chamber with argon was repeated 
two o~ three times to reduce the oxygen concentration within 
-the chamber to a very low level. 
under flowing argon. 
The reactor was opened 
-21-
Figure 5: Inert Chamber 
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c. Opening the Reactor 
After donn~ng a pair of absorbent gloves 
to ward against sweaty palms, the experimenter insert~d his 
hands and arms into the glov·e portion of the glove bag. To 
red~ce the risk of puncturin& the bag on sharp obje0ts 
w i t h i n t h e b a g , P 1 a y t e x g 1 o v e s w e r e 1,ro r n i n s i d e t h e g 1 o v e 
bag. Usi~g the wr~nches, the reactor was open~d by 
loosening the upstream 7/8-in nut. The reactor ,.,,as tilted 
to deposit ·the catalyst into the well of the Mossbauer 
s am p 1 e h·o 1 d e r . Just enough epoxy was added to th~ ~at~lyst 
as to fill the "well" poi;tio"n of the sample holder. The 
plast·ic stirrer was used to throughly mix the epoxy r-esin, 
hardener, and catalyst. After mixing, the sample holder 
front pane 1 was centered over the we 11 . The epoxy s er v e d 
n o t o n 1 y t o s ea 1 t he ca t a }y s t i n an a i r t i g h t e n v i ·r o n me n t , 
but also to firmly attach the front panel to the rest of th~ 
holder. Once the epoxy had hardened, the argon flow was 
shut off, the glove bag opened, and the sample labeled. 
II.D.2 Spectrometer System an~ Materials 
The " ex p er i men t " ta kin g p 1 a c e i n Mo s s b a u er 
spectro.~copy reqriires a radioactive 
drive, th~ absorber (iron-containing 
source, a velocity 
ca ta 1 y st s am p 1 e ) , a 
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Figure 6: Mossbauer Spectrometer System 
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The 57 co source (New England Nuclear, NER-07 2) emits 
energetic gamma radiation as a result of the 14.~ keV 
nuc.lear tran~ition. The purpose of the velocity drive 
(Ranger Electronics, VT-700) is to accelerate the source 
over a specifieJ range of positive and negative· velocities. 
Acceleration of the source Doppler shifts the energy of the 
emitte~ gamma radiation over a range of energies. A Kr/Cb 2-
filled prop6rtional counter (Ranger Electroni~s, PA-700) 
pl.aced behind the absorber detects gamma radiation passirtg 
through the sample. 
The electrical impulses fr~m the pr-Oportional 
counter ~re amplified in the singl~ channel analyzer 
(AMP/SCA, Ranger Electro~ics, DA-600). The analog-to-
digital conve.rter of the !Ilultich·annel analyzer (MCA, Tracor 
Northern, -NS-720A) converts the AMP/SCA signals to radiation 
11 counts". At regular time .intervals corresponding to 
different source velocities and radiation energies, the 
count data are stored in 1024 channels of the MCA. 
The spectrometer (Ranger Elettronics, MS-
700MR) sets the velocity range of the velocity drive (Ranger 
Electroriics, VT-700). Samples were typically analyzed using 
the - 1 0 to + 10 or - 15 to + 15 mm/ s.e c rang e . The v e 1 o c i t y 
drive o sci 11 ates the s o:u r c e a 1 orig a rec ti 1 in ear path . In 
Figure 7, the letters. refer to source position relative to 
the ab·sorbe.r. The channel number containing transmission 
da·ta (counts) corresponding to that source position is in 
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the source. Motion toward the absorber is the {;0sit:ve 
velocity direction '(B -> C -> D). Gamma radiatiun err,it':.e-: 
d u r in g t his phase of mo t i on a re mo re en e r g e t i c t ha n t r. ',. s e 
emitted while the source is at rest. M6tion away fr0~ :~~ 
absorber is the negative velocity direction (E /_ /.. /_ ~,. 
Ra-diation emitted during this phase is less ener 5etic :~.:.::. 
that emitted at rest. 
The source is accelerating from chj~ne: 
512 and at rest at about th~nnel 256. From channel - · 
1024, the source is decelerating ahd at rest at c'"r,~ 
ch an n e 1 7 6 9 . Figure 8. is a p 1 o t of counts v er s·u s c r.-a :-: :-, t< 
number. Since the same velocity range is cov·ered t•;ice 
across the 1024 chan~els, there are two sextets in t~e 
spettrum. Corresponding peaks are numbered accordingly. 
The peak positions are reversed since the velocity stale is 
r. e f 1 e c t io n - s y mm e t r i c a b o u t c h a n n e 1 5 1 2 . .C o n t i n u o u s c h a n g e 
in the solid angle b~tween the source and d~tector is 
responsible for the sinusoidal curve of the s~ectral 
baseline. This ~iperimental artifact may distort the shape 
and line width of peaks. By "folding" the raw spectrum (see 
section II.D.6.d, JOBFOLD), these distortions are mipimized. 
After the raw spectroscopic data is reduced, corrected_, and 
folded as described below, the "true" Mossbauer spectrum 
appe~rs as it does in Figure 9. 
Once the correct correspondence between 
channel number and spurce velocity has been determined (see 
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Figure 9: "True" Mossbauer Spectrum 
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Evaluating Srstem is used to curve-fit the ~0ss:a.t: 
spectra. SIRIUS fits the spect·ra to a series of L0re~:z:~~ 
1 ines by varying five spectral parameters c.r. t :. : 
convergence criterion is satisfied. The parametets art :~t 
line amplitude, width at half-heigr.t, i.s0mer shift 
q u a d r u p o 1 e s p 1 i t t i n g ( Q S ) , a n d h y p e r f i n e f i e 1 c: ( H F J • . :-. f: 
last three parameters are the ~ossbauer para:::eters ~sE:<: : ~ 
id e Ii ti f y the a·b s o:r be r . Accepted v a 1 u es for t 1-, es e ;., c r a::. e: e :- s 
are available in the literatuOre (~uir, A.ido, a:;c: Cc.0~a:-., 
1 9 6 6 a n d Le Ca e r , e t a 1. , l ·9 8 2 ) . 
have units of velocity (mm/sec). 
These three parar..ete:s 
The isomer shift is ::-.e 
di~p~acement of the center of the spectrum fro= zerc-
velocity. The quadrupole. splitting is a mea·sure o! ::-ie 
a.symmetry of the positioning of peaks within a sextet. It 
is also the width of a doublet. 
width of. a sextet. 
The hyperfine field is the 
Iron metal was chosen as the arbitrary zero 
in defining the velocity scale. That is, the center of the 
iron met a 1 spectrum 1 o cat es the zero - v e 1 o c i t y posit ion of 
the velocity scale. 
II.D.3. Operation of Spectrometer 
The cat a 1 y"s t absorber contained within the 
air-tight Mossbauer sample holder was centered and secured 
in place over the proportional counter window. The source 
and v. e 1 o c i t y d I' i .v e we r e po s i ti on e d a p p r o x i ma t e 1 y 1 . 5 i n c h 
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from the absorber along an adJustab:e :e:-. 5 ::--. ::a::<. 
sheets were positioned around the ss·-rce a:-.: :~-:-.:-e: 
shield researchers nearby fr c,::i 
radiation. 
The desired me~ory ·?r~~~ ~as - - - - - .- ... ... - ..... -_. ______ _ - ' 
positioning the Me II\ or y G r.o up d i a i r_,: : ~- -e ___ : :. ·= :-. .:: :-. :-. -= -
analyzer (MCA) to either 1/4, 2/4, 31.l., ::,r ~'" -= ·:; - - - ,.J...:. - ~ ---·· -------
group contains 1024 channels. The spectr3: I : .;). : 3 
- . - - ... - -
-~··- ..... -··"--
therein were erased by· first settin~ t~~ ~ea: ~-=:~ 
"CRTx4", d~pressing the Start Readout jUtto~. 
simultaneously depressing the two red Erase j~tt~~s. 
The range of the velocitv drive ~as se: __ 
o r 1 5 mm / s e c _b y ? d j u s t i n g d i a 1 s o n t h e R a n g e r E l· e e.: :· ,' :-. : -= ::: 
MS-700MR Mossbauer Spectrometer. 
constant acce1eration .mode. 
All ana-lyses e~~!c~e~ :~e 
Mossbauer analysis began after s·imultaneouslv 
depressing the Mossbauer Spectrometer "Power" s1,,itch and the 
MCA "Start Analysisl' switch. B y a d j u s t i n g t h e Int e n s i t y , 
F.o cu s ·, Horizontal , Vert i ca 1 , and Dis p 1 a y Scale sett ins s ,1 n 
the MCA, the sp~ctrum of an absorber being analtzed could be 
observed while the spectrometer was operating. Samp-les w-.ree 
•\ 
on the spectrometer for a period from· several houri to over 
t w-o weeks u n ti 1 the spec tr a 1 s i g n a 1 to no is e r a ti o re a c he d 
an acceptable level. Analysis was stopped by simult~neously 






Data stored in the MCA was trallsfered to a 
.computer data file. The procedure required two trant.fer~. 
one from the MCA to a cassette tape and another from tr.e 
tape to a data file. Details of this procedure are 
described in lppendix I. 
II.D.4. Data Redu~tion 
Copies of the f i Les describe cl be 1 ow are 
listed in Appendix II. 
GET and SUBMIT commands. 
Each of. the jobs is r·un using the 
a. JOBRED· 
JOBRED is the job that runs the program 
REDUCE in b a t ch mod e . The p~rpose of REDUCE is to reduce 
the number o°f data from 1024 to 512. REDUCE does this by 
reading every other raw data point from the file RAWDAT and 
writing them into the file WDRIFT ("With DRIFT"). 
following c-0mmands: 
The raw d·ata is reduced by issuing the 
/GET,JOBRED 
/SUBMIT,JOBRED,TO 
If there are any unacceptable data in t~e file RAWDAT (e.g., 
letters instead of numbers), JOBRED automatically runs a 





this occurs, the file RAWDAT must be edited. Once JOBRED 
runs successfully, the file. WDRIFT will consist of 52 li-nes 
of data. It is helpful an~ neces~ary t-0 ad~ a label line at 
the beginning of the file in order to ident"ify the sample to 
which the d~ta belongs. This label line will later b~ used 
by the job JOBDRFT. At this point in the procedure, the 
file WDRIFT should appear as it does in Appe·ndix II. 
b. JOBDRFT 
JOBDRFT (sic) is the job that runs the 
program DRIFT in batch mode. The purpose of the program 
DRIFT is to cbrrect the data in the file WDRIFT for drift in 
the spectral baseline. The file NDRIFT ("No DRIFT") is 
created and contains the data corrected for baseline drift. 
designed 
Mossbauer 
II.D,5. SIRIUS Spectrum Evaluating System 
a. General 
lhe SIRIUS Spectrum Evaluating System is 
for storing, handling, 





complete explanation of the structure, use, and application 
of the ~ystem is available elsewhere (Nagy and Weir). 
SIRIUS cbnsists of three prinCiJle 
c;:omponents: the program, spectrum library volume 1, and 
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spectrum library volume 2. SIRIUS is sto~ed on three 
ma g n e t i c t a p es 1 o ca t e d i n t he L e h i g h U n i v e r s i t y C o m p u t i n g 
Center Tape Library. When SIRIUS is to be used~ .the program 
tape and the two spectrum library tapes are loaded off tape 
and onto disk. An.y changes to the pro.gram or the spe·ctrum 
library are done to the disk copy. The tapes. are ~pdated by 
Wt' it in g the d i S k Ver Si On S 0.11 t·O t i;l p e • 
Vol.ume 1 of the spectrum iibrary 
cohtains the spectra that have been. reduced from 1024 to 51~ 
data points and corrected for baseline drift.. Volume 2 
s p e c t r a are v o 1 um e 1 s p e c t r a th a t ha v e b e en " fo I d e d " . The 
SIRIUS curvefitting macro SEXT fits specfra from volume 2 
s i n c e t h e s e a r .e t r u e Mo s s b a u e r s p e c tr a , ·n o t m i r r o r - i ma g e 
spectra. 
The files described below are created by 
the user and ar~ not a part of .~!RIUS, per se. They 
activate SI~IUS and instruct it to perform specified 
func~ions in a batch mode. Copies of these files appegr in 
Appendix III. 
b. MORN 
MORN is the batch job that loads the 
program, volume 1, and volume 2 tapes onto disk. It creates 






JOBTAPE is the batch job that acti~ates 
SI-RIUS and calls the file TAPLST. _TAPLST prints a list of 
the spectrum numb~rs and labels from volumes 1 and 2 tif the 
spectrum library. This information is nece~sary when 
t e U i n g S I R I U S w h i c h s p e c t r um t o fit a n d w h e n n e w s p e c t r a 
are added to th~ lib~ary. 
d. JOBFOLD 
JOBFOLD is the batch job that activates 
SIRIUS and ca11·s ·the .file FOLD. FOLD reads the 512 d·ata 
c o r re t t e d f o r b a s e 1 i n e d r i ft i n t o v o 1 u me 1 o f t h e s .p e c t r um 
library, "folds" this mirror-image spectrum, ·and reads the 
256 folded data into volume 2 of the spectrum library. The 
spectra in volume 2 are true Mossbauer ~pectra, 
being the 
end result of all the data collection, 
reduction, 
correction, and folding. 
e. JOBFIT 
JOBFIT is the batch job that activates 
SIRIUS and calls one of several SEXTet files. The SEXTet 
file specifies the number of sextets and doublets 
(components) SIRIUS should use in fitting a partic~lar 
spectrum in the library. It is possible to have SIRIUS fit 








number of c9mponents. The user may constr·ain any of th.e 
five parameters while SIRIUS varies the other·s. 
Once the convergence criterion is me~. 
SIRIUS lists the values and tolerances of the five spectral 
parameters for each component specified by the user. ThL' 
"goodness of fit'' can be determined from the calculci-ted 
relative chi-squar~ ·value. SIRIUS also calculates the area 
each component contributed to the total 
same recoil-free fraction for each 
area. Assun:ing the 
component percent 
compo~ition ~nd percent area are equiva·lent. 
f. EVE 
EVE is the bat.ch job that writes the 
disk version of SIRIUS back onto tape. 
II.D.6. Velocity Calibration 
The SIRIUS curvefitting routine requires 
information concerning the correspondence between ve1ocity 
and MCA channel numbers. The CALibration command specifies 
the v_e1ocity calibration in uni·ts of mm/sec/channe·l and the 
chan~el number cbrresponding to zero· velocity. 1his 
information must be determined iteratively by assuming 
calibration values, fitting the spectrum of a calibration 
s tan d a r d , and comp a r in g the llf i t t e cl " pa ram e t e r s w i t h · t. h e 




















assumed calibration vilues are then adjusted to the corrett 
value . 
A National Bureau of Standards foil of 
reduced . · h. d . 
57 F · · iron e·nr1c e 1n e was analyzed using M.o s s ba u er 
spectroscopy. The velocity drive w.as set to 15 mm/sec or 10 
mm/sec to cover the velocity range -15 mm/sec t.cJ' 15 mm/sec 
or - 10 mm/sec to 10 mm/ S·e c , respectively . The d3ta was 
transferred from the MCA, reducedi correc.ted for drift, 
f.olded, and added to volume 2 of the spectrum library, c1s 
described ·above . 
For purpose.s of il1ustration, (he procedure 
used to calibrate the 15 n:im/sec scale is outlined below. 
The spect·rum was fit using the UNIVersal ~aero. The code of 
the fitting file SPEG62 is listed in Appendix IV. Table 1 
lists the seed and intermediate values of 
calibration, zero-velocity ~han~el, and· 

































The seed values for the CALI comman? 111 Rur, : 
were goo.d guesses. However, the cJssumed value rd 'J.r,,: 
mm I s e c / c h a n n e 1 r e s u 1 t e d i n S I RI C S u n d e r e s t i rr1c.1 ti ri g t i , . 
hyperfine field (width) of the iron sextet. Therefore, t'..f.: 
velocity calibration value was increasl·d tJ r d f i.1 C t <, f· 
' . 
. · . 
1.01074839 (10.657/10.5436725). 
By set t i n g the zero v e 1 o c i. t y 1, i) s i t 1 <Jr: ,~ _ 
c. h a n n e 1 1 2 5 , S I R I U S ca 1 c u 1 a t e d cJ n e g a t i v e i s o m e r s ir i f t ._. d J c: (: 
for re cl u c e d i r ci n . S inc e re.duce cl i r on is t he zero re f er l· r. c l' , 
i t s i s o m e r s h i f t i s d e f i n e cl t o b e z e r o . T h e r e f o r e , t ~- l' 
zero-velocity channel was shifted to the left (in tte 
negative ·energy direction) by 0.6467250 channels ((0 .. U5173bG 
mm/sec)/(0.08 mm/sec/channel)) to 124.3532750. 
The process was repeated to fin~-tune the 
velocity c~librationj although Run } was not absolutely 
necessary. Most Mossbauer pa-rameters are accurate 
two ~ignificant figures.. Figure 10 is a plot 
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Figure 10: Fit spectrum of NBS calibation standard, 















III.A~ Extent of Reducti-on 
The M-0ssbauer spectra of two catalyst ~amples 
appear in Figure 11. One sample "(a) was not reduced, 
potson~d, or carbided. The other sample (b) was reduced for 
10 hours. Three sextets were used to fi.t each spectrum . 
The fitted Mossbauer parameters appear in Table i. 
-Table 2: Mossbauer Parameters of Untreated 





Untreated Catalyst (a): 
----------------------






HF (kOe) Ref. 
( 10) 
A·rea 











1 ) 91.8 
1 
Fe 0.00 335 0 .. 00 330 l 8.2 
Reduced 10 hr ( b ) : 
-----------------
Fe304 I 0 .JO 488 0.36 500 l ) 51. 6 
II 0.64 453 O·. 61 450 l 
Fe o.oo 332 0.00 330 l 48.4 













































































-10.0 ~ ao -6.o -4.b -2.0 o.o 2.0 1..0 6.o s.o 1 o. o 
· mm/sec 
Figure 11: (a) Untreated catalyst 















The Mossbau.er parame.ters of these spectra agrel:' 
well with those of magnetite, Fe 3o.4 , and i.ron metal, Fe. 
Ten hour~ of reduction decreased the area of the iron oxide 
s e x t e t s f r o rn 9 1 . 8 % t o 5 1 . 6 % o.f t h e t o t a 1 s p e c t r a 1 a r e a . 
That is, afte( ten hours, 48.41 of the iron was reduced . 
III~B. Identification of GC Peaks 
A mixture of 1 i g ht hydrocarbons prepare ct by Ai r: 
Products and Chemicals, Inc. was analyzed on the packed 
c o 1 um n ·and gas ch r om a t o gr a p h u s e d ·th r o ugh o u t t hi s s t u d y • 
The mixture contained CO, CO 2 , methane, ethane, ethylene, 
p ~op an e·, prop y 1 en e , and rt-butane . The chromatogram ·of the 
mixture appearing in Figure 12 has six nu~bered ·peaks~ 
According to information supplied by the column manufa£turer 
(see Section I I . C . 1 . ) , 1 i g ht hydrocarbon comp on e.n ts elute in 
order of increasing carbon number and de&ree of saturation. 
Therefore, the following assignment~ were made: 
C om p one n t ( s') 
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The effect of preadsorbed sulfur on the activity 
-0f the catalyst for the Fisch~r-Tropsch reaction was 
investigat~d. Samples were poisoned for 5 minutes or 7 
ho u rs . The a c ti v it y data ·are 1 is t e d in Tab 1 e -3 and p lot t e d 
in Figure lj, The av~rage activity of the catalyst sulfided 
for 5 minute·s was 75.9% that of the Linpoisoned catalyst. 
The average activity of the cata_lyst sulfided for 7 hours 
~as 4.3% tha.t of th~ unpoisoned catalyst. 
Table 3: Effect of Sulfid{ng on Catalyst ActiVity 
Total Molar Area 

















------------'------------------------ -------- ---------- --- -- -75.9 5 min 
7 hr 
2.7- 4.9 



















III.D. Unpoisoned 98 hour Synthesis Run 
III.D.l Selectivity 
4.3 
An unpoisoned catalyst sample ijas used to 
c a t a 1 y z e t be s y n t he s i s r ea c t i on f or 9 8 ho u rs . The gas 
chromatography data of the CZ and C3 peaks are reported in 
Table 4. The selectivity of the catalyst to ethane, 






























• 5 min poisoning 


















Table 4·: Integrator Dat·a for 98 hr Synthesis Run, 
Freshly Reduced Catalyst 




(hr) Al A2 A3 A4 Ml M2 M3 M4 
1. 50 1988 70510 475 1606 39 1473 7 25 
2.45 2378 80280 542 21-06" 47 1677 8 33 
4.70 5157 131400 1013 4557 101 2745 16 71 
6.27 5256 124500 861 4568 103 2601 13 71 
9.83 6.23 7 129300 103-3 5296 123 2701 16 82 
13.53 2423 49450 1 71 2202 48 103·3 3 34 
24.87 3638 52590 113 2758 72 1099 2 43 
32.03 2547 33360 91 1856 50 697 1 29 
33.50 3019 39030 200 2122 59 815 3 33 
49.65 709 7710 10 373 14 161 <l 6 
54.78 470 5360 1 251 9 112 <l 4 
60.52 237-6 24540 321 1296 4-7 513 5 20· 
81.20 1927 21420 36 1134 38 448 1 18 
82.90 2322 20810 389 1590 46 435 6 25 
97.52 1626 16980 37 905 32 355 1 14 
( * ) 1 [· = ] E t ha n e 
2 [ =] Eth y 1 en e 
3 [ =] Propane 


























Tabl~ 5 . ,· Selectivity of 98 .hr Synthes.is Run, 
Freshl_y Reduced Catalyst 




(hr) Ethane Ethylene Propane P r·o p y 1 e ne (2-0/P C3..,0/P 
1. so 2. S 95.4 0. S· 1 . 6 37 .7 3.4 
2.45 2. 6 95.0 0. s. l . 9 35.9 3.9 
4. 70 J. 5 93.6 0.5 2. 4· 2 7 , 1 4.5 
6.27 3.7 93. 3 0.5 2.5 25.2 5.3 
9.83 4.2 92.4 0.5 2.8 22.0 5.1 
13.53 4.3 92.4 0.2 J. 1 21. 7 12. 9 
24.87 5.9 90.4 0 .1 3 .. 5 rs.4 
32.03 6.4 89.7 0.2 .3 . 7 13.9 20. 5 
33.50 6.5 89.5 0.3 3.6 13.7 10. 7 
49.65 7. 7 89.0 0. 1 3.2 11 . 6 
54.78 7.4 .89. 5 0. 1 3. 1 12. 1 
60.52 8.0 87.7 0.8 3.4 11. 0 4. 1 
81.20 7 ., 5 88.9 0. 1 3.5 11 . .8 
82.90 8.9 85.1 1. 2 4.8 9.5 4. 1 
97.52 8.0 88.4 0. 1 3.5 11. l 
(*) C2-0/P [=] Ethylene/Ethane 
C3-0/P [=] Propylene/Propane 
C2/C3 [=] {Ethane+Ethylene)/(Propane+Propylene) 
(-) These data ar~ inaccurate since the 



























The molar ratios of ethylene to ethane, propylene to 
propane, and C2s to C3s are also reported . 
Ethylene was the major product, accounting 
for over 88% of the products throughout the run . .Ethane and 
propylene were the second and third most concentrated 
products , respective 1 y . Propane was a m i_n or prod 11 ct , s e 1 do m 
accounting for more than 1 % of the p r-o duct mi x . A f t er t he 
first 10 hours, the concentration of propane was at or below 
the limits of detectability~ 
The ethylen~ to ethane mole ratio is plotted 
with re$ p e ct to t:i me on. stream up to 9 8 hours in Figure 14 . 
The ratio initially decreases rapidly then levels off after 
about 50 hours on stream. At steady state, about 11 moles 
of ethylene are synthesized for every mole of ethane. 
The ethylene to ethane, propylene to propane, 
and C2s to C3s mole ratios of the first 12 hours of the 98 
hours synthesis run are plotted in Figure 15. Far more 
moles of olefins are produced than moles of paraffins. 
During this period, however, there is a shift in selectivity 
toward the paraffins and the C2 species . 
111.D.2. C~emic~l State of Catalyst 
The Mossbauer spectrum of th~ unpoisoned 
catalyst from the 98 hour synthes.is ·run appears 
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Figure 14: C2 olefin-to-puraftin ratio of 
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Figure 15: Selectivity of unpoi~oned 
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Figure 16: Mossbauer spectrum 
of unpoisoned, 98 












spectrum. The results of the curve-fitting procedure are 
r~ported in Table 6. The fitting parameters of the sextets 
Table 6: Mossbauer Parameters of Unpoisoned 
98 hr Fischer-Tropsch Catalyst 
This Study Literature Data Distribution, % 
------ . ----·--. - --------------------
----------------
IS HF IS HF Total Carbide 
(mm/s) (kOe) (mm/s) (kOe) Ref. Area Area 
FexC (*) 0. 15 239 0. 18 241 1 0. 1 0. 1 
X-Fe5C2 I 0.23 198 0.22 183 69.7 78.2 II 0.24 216 0.26 219 1 
III 0 .12 110 0.17 106 
e'-Fe2.2C 0.23 182 0.24 171 1 19.3 21. 7 
-----
-----
Total Carbide: 89.1 100.0 





Doublet (*) 0 .15 0.41 0.25 0.8 2 7.5 
-----
Total Area: 100.0 
1 - (Tau, et ~1., 1984) * - See Discussion 
2 - (Raupp and Delgassi 1979) 
agree with those of iron me.tal and three iron carbides, 
Fe C is an unknown carbide 
X 
o b s er v e d by Tau , e t . a 1 . , ( 19 8 4 ) . Their no me n c 1 at u r e f o r 
this carbide has been used throughout this study. The 
doublet is thougbt to be that of super~aramagnetic iron~ 
T.he area of the carbi.de sextets account for 















. 2c (21. 7%) account for nearly all the carbide area. 




Reduced iron account-s for 3.4% of the total 
The doublet accounts for 7. 5% of the total 
III.E. Unpoisoned and poisoned Ii hour Synthesis Run 
ITI.E.l. Selectivity 
An unpoisoned catalyst ~nd one poisoned f-0r 5 
minutes were used to catalyze the synthesis reaction for 12 
ho~rs. The gas chromatography data of the C2 and C3 peaks 
for both catalysts are reported in T~ble 7. The selectivity 
of each catalyst to ethane, ethylane, propane, and propylene 
is reported in Tab1e 8. The molar .ratios of ethylene to 
ethane, propylene to propane, and C2s to C3s are also 
reported. 
The molar ratios of the unpoisoned and 
poisoned 12 .hour synthesis samples are plotted versus time 
on stream ·in Figure 17. ·The poisoned catalyst data are not 
significantly different from the unpoisoned catalyst data. 
The l 2 ho u r s y n the s is data _are v er y s im i 1 a r to the d a ta o f 
the first 12 hours bf the 98 hour synthesis run (Figure 15). 
That is, the ethylene to ethane and propylene· to propane 
ratios decrease whtle the C2s to C3s ratio i.ncreases with 















6 ethylen~-to-ethane A 
O propylene- to-propane • 




0 .__ __ __,_ ______ __.. ___ ~---.4----~ 
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TIME ON STREAM, HR 
Figure 17: Selectivity of unpoisoned 
and 5 minute poisoned catalysts, 
12 hr run 
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Table 7 : Integrator Data for Un poisoned 
and Poisoned 12 hr Synthesis Run 













1. 37 1401 52010 600 °1108 28 1087 9 
2.67 5340 155500 950 4907 105 3249 15 
4.87 6380 157000 819 5871 -12 5 3280 13 
8.40 5504 119800 567 4880 108 2503 9 
11. 53 6035 118100 572 5083 119 2467 9 
Poisoned 5 min.: 
--------
-------
3.00 ~108 38340 752 3549 81 2463 12 
6.00 5267 117900 723 4621 1"04 2570 11 
9.00 3578 123000 24.8 3100 70 1594 4 
(*) 1 [=J Ethane 3 l=l Propane 
2 [ = J Ethylene 4 [=J Propylene 
table 8: Selectivity of Unpoisoned and 

































(hr) Ethane Ethylene Propane Propylene C2-0/P CJ~O/P C2/C3 
Unpoisoned: 
1. 37 2.4 95-. 3 0.8 
2.67 3.0 94.3 0.4 
4.87 3 .. 6 93.5 0.4 
8.40 4.0 92.8 0.3 
11.53 4.4 92 .-3 0.3 
Poisoned 5 min.: 
----------
-----
3.00 3.1 94.4 O". 4 
6.00 3.8 93.2 0.4 
9.00 4.1 92.9 0.2 










































III.E.2 Chemical State of Catalyst 
The Mossbauer spectra of the unpoisoned 
catalyst (a) and the .catalyst poisoned for 5 minutes (b) 
from the 12 hour synthesis run appear in Fiiure 18. Th~ two 
s p e c t r a w ·e r e f i t u s i n g s i x s e x t e t s a n d o n e d o u b 1 e t . T he 
results of the curve-fitting procedure bre reported in Table 
9 . The f i t t i n g pa r am et e r s o f t he s e x t e t s a g r e e w it h t ho s e 
of iron metal and three iron carbides, FexC, X-Fe 5c2 , and 




C . The do u b 1 et is thought to be that of 
superparamagnetic iron. 
Carbides accounted for a slightly sm~ller 
proportion of the total spectral area in the 5 minute 





accounted for a slig~tly larger proportion 
of the car bides in the poi saned ca ta ly s·t (83. 8%) than in the 
unpoisoned catalyst ( 82. 5%). e' -Fe 2 . 2c accounted for a 
ilightly smaller proportion of the carbides in the poisoned 
catalyst (14.6%) than in the unpoi~oned catalyst (15.5%). 
FeXC accounted for no more than 2% of the carbides in either 
the S,minute poisoned or ~npoisoned catalyst~ 
Reduced iron accounted for a slightly larger 
proportion of the total spe~tral area in the s· minute 
poisoned catalyst ( 17. 0%) than in the unpoisone d catalyst 
(11.4%}. The doublet accounted for a slig~tly smaller 
proportion of the total area in the poisoned catalyst (1_.6%) 
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Figure 18: Mossbauer spectra of unpoisoned· 
(a) and 5 min poisoned (b) 12 


















Table 9: Mossbauer Parameters of Unpoisoned and 
























































1 (Tau, et al .. , 1984) 
2 - (Raupp and Delgass, 1979) 













































































III.F. Unpqisoned ~nd poisoned 0.5 hr Synthesi~ Run 
III.F~l. Selectivity 
Ari unpoisoned cat·alyst and a catalyst 
poisoned for 7 hours were used to catalyze the synthesis 
reattion for 0.5 hnurs. The g~s chromatography data of the 
C2 and C3 peaks for both catalysts are reported in Table 10. 
The selectivi~y of each catalyst to ethane, ethflene, 
propane, and propylene is reported in Tab1e U. The molar 
ratios of ethylene to ethane, propylene to propane, and C2s 
to C3s are als6 reported. The major product of the 
unpoisoned catalyst was ethylerie. No -0ther product 
accounted for more than 2% of the product mix. The major 
products of the poisoned catalyst were ethylene and 
propylene. No paraffins were detected by the gas 
chromatograph. 
The molar ratios of the unpoisoned and· 
poisoned 0.5 hour synthesis sample~ are plotted versus time 
on stream in Figure 19. The poisoned catalyst data are 
significantly different from ·the u-np·oisoned catalyst data. 
During the O. 5 hr peri'o d of synthesis, the. ethylene to 
ethane ratio of the poisoned catalyst was one and one-half 
orders of magnitude higher than that of the unpoisoned 
catalyst. As the synthesis run proceeded, the poisoned 
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Figure 19: Selectivity of unpoisoned and 
7 hour poisoned catalysts, 
0.5 hr run 
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Table 10: Int e gr at o·r Data of Unp.oisoned 
and Poi saned. 0.5 hr Synthesis Run 
Time Peak Area (uV-sec) .( *) Calculated Moles (*) 
.---.------------------. ---- ---------------------
(hr) Al A2 
Unpoisoned: 
----------
0.25 684 65430 
0.50 1486 82010 
Poisoned for 7 hr: 
-----------------
0.25 <l 2553 
0.50 <l 2528 
(*) 1 [=] Ethane 
2 [=] Ethylene 
3 [ =] Propane 
4 [=] Propylene 
A3 A4 Ml M2 M3 
<l 476 13 1367 <l 
·4 7 1]08 29 1713 1 
(1 121 <l SJ <.l 
< 1. 1901 <l 53 <l 
Table ·11: Selectivity of Unpoisoned and 













Time Selectivity(%) Molar Ratios (*) 
------ --------------- ------------- --
(hr) Ethane Ethylene Propane Propylene 
Unpoisoned: 
--------·--. 
0.25 1.0 98.5 <O.l 0.5 
0.50 1. 7 97.2 <O.l 1. 2 
Poisoned for 7 hr: 
----------~------
0.25 <0.1 96.5 <0.1 3.4 












(*) C2~0/P [=] Ethylene/Ethane 
C3~0/P [=] Propylene/Propane 








expense of propane. Poisoning reduced the selectivity to C2 
products and enhanced CJ produttion . 
Figure 19 also plots the relative activity of 
the poisoned catalyst as the run proceeded:. The activity of 
the poisoned sample was less than 5% the activity of the 
unpoisoned catalyst. 
III.·F.2. Chemical State of Catalyst 
Two sextets and one doublet w~re ~sed to fit 
the Mossbauer spectrum of the unpoisoned catalyst from the 
0.5 hour synthesis run. The results of the fitting 
procedu·re are reported in Table 12. In Figure 20 ' the
 
doublet component of the spectrum appea~s as a broad singlet 
Table 12: Mossbauer Parameters of Unpoisoned 
0.5 hr Fischer-Tro~sch Catalyst., 
Peak 2 Included 





















0.36 0 .10 8.6 
100.0 
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Figure 20: Mossbauer spectrum of 7 hour 
poisoned, 0.5 hour synthesis 
run catalyst. Fit with two 
sextets and one doublet. 
ao 
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since the value of the quadrupole interaction (0.10 mm/s) 
was small. The Mossbauer parameters of one sextet agree 
within experimental error with those of iron metal, Fe. The 
other sextet has not been identified. The doublet is 
thought to be that of superparamagnetic ironw 
The a r e a of t h e u n k n o w n s e x t ·e t a c c o u n t s f o r 
31.4% of the total spectral area. Reduced iron accounts for 
60.0% ~f the total area. The doublet accounts for 8.6% of 
the area. 
.Another attempt was made to fit the spectrum 
O f the U n p oi S O n e d C a ta 1 y S t f r Om t he O , 5 h O UT S y n t h e Si S r U n , 
Peak number 2 of the unpoisoned catalyst spectrum (Figure 
20) was ignored in the fitting procedure. 
this fit are reported below. 
The results of 
The Mossbauer spectra of the unpoisoned 
catalyst (a). and the catalyst poisoned for 7 hours (b) from 
the 0.5 hour synthesis r·un appear in Figure 21. The two 
spectra were fit using six se.xtets and one doublet. The 
results of the curve-fitting procedure are reported: in Table 
13. The fitting parameters of the sextets agree with those 
of iron metal and three iron carbides, FexC, X-Fe 5c2 , and 
The doublet is thought to be that of 
superparamagnetic iron. 
Car~ides accounted for a smaller proportion 
of the total spectral area in the 7 hour poisoned catalyst 
( 7. 0%) tha.n in the unpois·oned ca taly s.t ( 29. 2%). 
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4.0 ~.o 8.0 
Figure 21: Mossbauer spectra of unpoisoned (a) and 
7 hour poisoned (b) 0.5 hour synthesis 
run catalysts (peak 2 ignored). 
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Table 13: Mossbauer Parameters of Unpoisoned and 


























































1 - (Tau, et al., 1984) 





































































* - See Discussion 















F'.exC accounte4 for a smaller proportion .of 
catalyst (5.7%) than in in the poisoned 




slightly larger proportion of the carbides in the p(!isoned 
cat a 1 y st ( 4 . 3 % ) than in t.h e u n po is one d ca ta 1 y st (3 . 8 % ) • 
Reduced iron accounted for a larger 
proportion of the total spectral area in the 7 hour poisoned 
c at a 1 y s t ( 9 1 . 0 % ) t ha n i n t he u n p o i s o n e d c a _t a 1 y s t ( 62 . 6 % ) • 
The doublet accounted for ~ smaller proportion of the total 
area in the pbi~bned catalyst (2.0%) than in the unpoisoned 

















I V • Di s.c u s s i on 
IV.A. Extent of Reduction 
The porosity and su-rfa-ce area of fused magnetite 
catalysts are improved by reduc-ing the magnetite, Fe 3o4 , to 
iron metal, Fe, prior to synthesis r~action (Anderson, 
1 9 5 6) . The e x t e n t o f r e d u ct i on a f t e r th e f u 11 6 0 ho u r 
period was estimated using ·the data from the 10 ho~r 
reduction reported in section III.A. 
The reduction rate was assumed to be first-order 
in the iron oxide concentration~ Calculations indicate that 
after 60 hours, the catalyst was 98~4% iron metal (s~e 
calculation in Appendix V). It was sufficiently redu~e~ to 
actively catalyze the synthesis reaction . 
IV.B. Activity of the Urtpoisoned Catalyst 
The gas chromatograph and packed column did not 
resolve the CO, CO 2 ,. H2 , and CH 4 peaks. Therefore the 
conversion of CO+H 2 could not be measured exper-iment"a1ly . 
The activity of the unpoisoned catalyst for· the sy_nthesis 
reactidn was estimated using the steady state Langmuir-
Hinshelwo·od rate model derived by Huff (1982). In his 
Fischer-Tropsch studies, Huff (.1982) used the sa~e catalyst 
reduced at the same conditions that wa~ used iq thi~ work • 























reaction rate~ (umoles of H2+CO 
c6nverted per gram unreducea 
catalyst-min) 
kinetic constant, (umoles H2+CO 
converted per gram unreducea 
catalyst-min-atm) 
a~sorrtion equilibrium constant, 
(atm- ) 
partial pressure of component X, 
(atm) . 
According to' Huff, at conversion less than about 
70%, the· formation of water is low, so the rate expression 
reduces to: 
In order to apply Huff's model, it was necessary 
to determine the period of time required for this system to 
reach stead_y sta t.e. Huff ( 1982) observed that the ethy 1 ene-
to-ethane ratio stabilized shortlj after· activity had 
reached its steady value. The ethylen~-to-eth~ne molar 
ratio of the 98 hour synthesis run shown in Figure 14. 
Steady state was reached after about 50 hours on stream. 
Steady state tonversion was estimated using_ a plug 
flow reactor model and Huff's kine.tic constant data. At the 
reacti·on conditions used in this work, the conversion of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide to Fischer-Tropsch products was 
" 
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calculated to be 33% (see calculation in Appendix V). The 
a·v-er-age activity of the· unpoiso.ned cat-alyst on a reactor 
basis was 53.4 umole H2+CO converted per gram unreduced 
catalyst-min. 
IV.C. Selectivity of Unpoisoned Catalyst 
Th~ total molar area of the C2 and C3 GC peaks is 
plotted versus time on stream in Figure 22. The data are 
from the 0.5, 12 and 98 hour un-poisoned synthesis runs 
reported in Tables 4,7, and 10, respectively. The syringe 
sampling technique was probably a source of experimental 
error and may explain the scatter in the data4 In general, 
only one syringe sample was taken for each datum. The 
percent iron as iron carbide of the catalysts from the 0.5, 
12, and 98 hour synthesis runs is also plotte~ in Figure 22. 
During the first 12 hours, the a~-0fiht of C2 and C3 
products incr~ased, reached a maximum, and decrea~ed as the 
catalyst car bided. By the .end of the 98 hour· run, the 
steady state amount of C2 and CJ products had decreased to 
about 16 % its. 1 e v e 1 at i 2 ho u r s . During t.his period, the 
iron carbide concentration in the catalyst increased 
slightly. 
Raupp and De~gass (1979) showed that the ext~nt' of 
iron carbide formation tracts the increase in activity of a 
supported iron Fischer-Tropsch catalyst. Furtpermore, the 
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the iron carbides. Assuming that methane formation did not 
increase, the decreas·e in C2 and C3 pro·duct.ion during the 98 
hour synthesis run is consistent with the selectivity 
findings of Ra.upp and Delgass (1979). Since producfion of 
C2 and C3 products is not a measur~ of acttvity, these data 
cannot support or challenge the activity and carbide 
f~rmation finding. 
IV .D. Relative Activity of. Poisoned Catalyst.s 
As described in section II.C .. 3.a., relative 
activity of the poisoned catalyst was determined by 
comparing th·e GC molar area data- of the poisoned catalyst 
with that of the unpoisoned catalyst. This method of 
calculating relative activities assumes that there is a 
1 i n ea r re 1 a t i o n sh i p b et wee n u n s t ea d y - s t a t e co n v e r s i o n a n d 
the t o t a.l in o 1 a r a r ea o f C 2 and C 3 p r o d u c t s . Steady-state 
data from I:Iuff (1982) plotted in Figure 23 show a non-linear 
relationship between con-version and. to·tal mol.ar area of C2 
and C3 products. The prob1em can best be described by 
example. Sup·pose sulfur had no effect on the activity of 
the catalyst, but shifted the selectivity toward higher 
molecular weight hydrocarbons, Th.e molar area of the C2 and 
C3 peaks wo·uld decrease in proportion to the reduction in 
their respective products' conceQtration. A calculation of 
relative activity would suggest ihat the catalyst had been 
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decreased and not the overall conversion. On the basi-s of 
these argum~nts, the relative activity as defined above 
reflects changes in both the activity and selectivity to C2 
and C3 products. 
In $ection III .C. ,. the effect of poisoni:1g or. the 
relative activity of the catalyst was d i· S C U S S e d . 
Calculation~ were made to determine the a~ount of sulfor fed 
. . 
to the catalyst in both poisoning experiments ( s e·e 
calculation in _Appendix V). 
Poi so n i n g f o r 5. m i n u t e s i n t r o d u c e d 1 . 6 rn g S / g f e 
to the catalyst. The relative activity decreased 2~~1%. 
This result is consistent with other findings. Shultz et 
al. (1962) observed a 25% loss of activity after poisoning a 
reduced catalyst with 1.2 mg S/g Fe. as H2S dissolved in 
heptane. The work- of Karn et al. (1963) and Shultz et al. 
(1962) ~howed that the activity loss of a reduced· catalyst 
and a used (i .. e., carbided) catalyst are similar. Stenger 
(1984) poisoned a used catalyst with 3.8 mg S/g Fe as H2s 
and observed a 50% loss of activity. 
Poisoning for 7 hours introduced 134 mg S/g Fe to 
the catalyst. The relative activity decreased 95. 7% to 
0.043. This result is consistant with other findings. 
Anderson Karn, and Shultz (1965) observed that the activity 
of reduced iron oxide and r~duced steel turnings decreased 
linearly to 0.60 after 0.2-0.3 mg S/g Fe had been introduced 
in situ. The activity of the turnings decreased steadily to 
zero after 1-2 mg S/g F~ was introduced. However, the 
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activity of the fused iron oxide catalyst approached a 
constant value of 0.05-0.10 after 2-4 mg S/g· Fe had been 
introduced. Despite prolonged exposure to· sulfur,. the 
catalyst in this study maintained a lo~ but det.ectable 
activity. 
IV.E. Selectivity of Poisoned Ca~alyst 
I n s e c t i on I I I. E . , t he e f f e·c t o f p r e p o. i s o n i n g f o r 
5 minutes on the unsteady-state selectivity of the catalyst 
was discussed. Figure 17 clea-rly shows that the 
selectivity of the catalyst poisoned with. 1.6 mg S/g Fe was 
nearly identical to that of the unpoisbned. catalyst. 
Karn et al. (1964) found that in situ poisoning 
had little influence on the selectivity of a fused c~talyst 
un~il the relative activity decreased to. 20%. Stenger 
(1984) observed slight chinges in the selectivity of a used 
fuse.d iron catalyst poisoned fn situ with 3.8 mg S/g· Fe. 
The relative activity was 50%. 
In section III.F·., the effect of poisoning for 7 
hours on the se lee tivtt y of the ca tal_y st was disc us sed. 
Poisoning the catalyst with 134 mg S/g Fe improved the 
selectivity of the catalyst dramati~ally. The olefinic 
content of the C2 fraction- increased one and one-half orders 
of magnitude. The olefinic content of the C3 fracti6n alsb 
im~roved, but this r~sult may be due to uncertainty in the 
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propane and propylene molar area data. 
shift in selectivity to C3 formation. 
There was also a 
The i m·p roved s e 1 e ct iv it y to o 1 e fins is the res u 1 t 
of electronif effects of sulfur poison-ing and not ~onversion 
effects. At lower conversion, one would expect to find a 
higher concentration of paraffins in the product stream due 
to the higher hydrogen partial pressure. 
Stenger (1984) also observe.d a significant 
improv~ment in the selecti·vity of the same recfuced iron 
catalyst after 
dibenzothiophene. 
prepoisoning with an organic sulfide, 
The prepoisoned catalyst formed more 
olefins and less methane. 
IV.F. Chemical State of Unpoisoned Catalys~ 
The results of the Mossbauer analysis are 
summarized in Figures 24-26. Figure 24 shows the change in 
composition of iron as iron carbide. It appears. that the 
iron phases progress as carbidizati~n proceeds (from left. to 
r-ight): 
Tau ~t al. (1984) made a similar observation using a 
supported iron catalyst. 
the progression should 
Perhaps it is not surp~ising that 
tend toward the phases higher in 
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Figure 24: Carbide distribution of unpoisoned 







increases as the carbon content decreases (Le Caer et al., 
1982): 
The carbides formed during the Fischer-
Tropsch reaction will result from ~ompeting effetts between 
the tendency to have a high carbon content (i.e., the 
relative- rates of surface reaction and diff.usion of free 





al., 1982) .. Since we observe a 
progression in the order of decreasing stability, the 
conclus·ion is that surface reaction and diffusion of free 
carbon is very fast. 
The doublet observed in the Mossbauer spectra 
oi the carbided samples indicated the presence of 
superparamagnetic iron. Superparamagnetisn is observed in 
absorbers with very small particles (Dumesic and Topsoe, 
1977). Raupp and Delgass (1979) also observed the 
appearance of a superparamagnetic 
Fischer-Tropsch catalyst carbided. 
component as their irqn 
When calculated on a 
doublet-free basis, the percent iron as iron carbide data 
wer·e very similar to the results reported in sect ion II I. 
IV.G. Effect of Sulfur on the Catalyst 
Chemical State 
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In this study, the role of sulfur as a 
s el e c t i v e p o.i son of t he Fis c h. er - Tr op sch s y n the s i ~ re a c t i on 
ha s b e e n d em o n s. t r a t e d . As a poison, sulfur reduced the 
acti~ity of a catalyst sample to 5% of its unpoisoned 
activity. Sulfur is a selective. poison since the loss in 
acti·vity was accompanied by a significant improvement in the 
olefinic content and a shift toward higher molecular weight 
products. We turn our attention now to a discussion of 
sulfur's effect on the chemical state of t'he synthesis 
catalyst hoping to explain these activity and selectivity 
effects. 
Figures 25 and 26 summ·arize ·the effect of 
sulfur poisoning on the extent of carbide formation and the 
carbide composition, respectively. After 12 hours of 
c~rbidization, t~e extent of carbide formation was 95% that 
of the unpoi~oned catalyst. Hence, the prepoisoning did not 
alter th·e rate of carb.ide formation significa.ntl_y. In 
Figure 26, it ·is· clear that poisoning. for 5 minutes had no 
significant effect on the relative rates of for.mation of 
individual carbide phases. The composition of the carbides 
was essential~y that of the unpoisbned catalyst. 
Seven hours of pr~poisoning had a significant 
effect on the rate of carbide formation. After 0.5 hours of 
carbidization, the amount of iron as iron c~rbide in the 7 
hou~ poiso~ed catalyst was 24% that of the unpoisoned 
catalyst. There was also a significant change in the iron 
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prepoisoned catalyst than in the unpoisoned catalyst. 
proportion as X-Fe 5c2 increased considerably. 
IV.H. Models of Iron's Catalytic Behavior 
The 
At least two models have been proposed to 
explain the behavior of iron in the fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis. They are the "carbide mode1 "and the 
"competition model". These models ~ill be described 
briefly. 
In an elegant in situ Mossbauer experiment, 
Raupp and D~lgass (1979) showed that the activity of a 
Fis~her-Tropsch catalyst increased a~most linearly with the 
eitent of iron carbide formation in the bulk. They 
develope_d what has come to be known as the 11carbide model". 
The car bi de mode 1 s u-gges ts that the r·e lat i onshi p is causal 
in that the bulk iron controls the concentration of active 
surface sites. 
The competition model (Niemantsverdriet and 
Van Der Kraan, 1982) views iron atoms at the surface as the 
active sites. Following adsorption and d issoc ia t ion of CO, 
* the surface carbidic species, C , has three possible fates. 
It may react to form Fischer-Tropsch products, diffuse into 
the bulk of the catalyst and form iron carbide, or it may 
po1ymerize and farm inactive car ban on the surf ace. This 
model can also explain the results of Raupp and Delgass 
(1979). 
J 
Initially, the catalyst is reduced iron. In the 
early stages o·f synthesis, carbon diffuses into the bulk 
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where it forms iron carbide. As the bulk becomes more and 
more carbided, more surfac~ species are ~vailable for 
h y d r o car b on s y n t he s·i s o r d ea c t i v a t i on . The three reactions 
compete provided co dissociation is slower than 
carbidization. 
There are several possible mechanisms by 
which sulfur can decrease the rate of iron carbide 
formation. One possibliity is that sulfur on the surface 
has an electronic effect which hinders the ch~misorption and 
dissociation of CO and/or H2 • Or it may be a g~ometric 
effect having the same effect on chemisorptio11 and 
dissociation. An6ther possibility is that a layer of sulfur 
at the catal.yst surface restricts the diffusion oJ carbon 
into the bulk. The results of this study do not indicate 
which effect is responsible for the lower rates of 
carbidization iri sulfur pbisoned catalysts. But a 
combination of both effects is probably responsible. 
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V. Conclusions 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of 
this investigation: 
- Sulfur op the surface of a reduced fused ir·on 
catalyst lowers the rate of carbid·ization of t:he cat_alyst. 
Moreover, poisoned catalysts that carbided slowly were far 
less active ihan unpoisoned catalysts . 
.,.. It is not clear what effect the relative amount·s 
of different iron carbides in the bulk of the catalyst have 
on the p.rod uc t selec ti vit y. The carbide distribution may 
determine the selectivity, or it may be a consequence of 
other effects. 
Prepoisoning with 1 .6 mg S/g. Fe reduced the 
activity of the iron catalyst 25%. The ra t.e of 
car bi di zation _decrease d slight 1 y, The se lee t-i vi t y did not 
change significantly, nor did the chemical state of the 
catalyst. 
- Prepoisoning with 134 mg S/g Fe reduced the 
activi~y of the catalyst 95%. The rate of carbidization 
decreased significantly. The selectivity was shifted toward 
production of olefins and higher molecular we~ght products~ 
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The carbide distribution of the catalyst was changed 
stgnifica.ntly. 
The mechanism by which sulfur qecreases the rate of 
c~rbidization is not known. Sulfur may reduce the rate of 
dissociatiori of the reactants. S:ulf ur may al·so reduce the 
rate of carbon diffusion in the catalyst bulk. An 
experiment to determine the effect of preadsorbed sulfur on 
the rates 9f carbidization and decarbidization ~ould 
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VII.A. Appendix I - Mossbauer Data Transfers 
Transfer from MCA to Computer Data File 
1. Turn on the mo~em and computer terminal. 
2. Ins~rt cass~tte into the Techtran 817 data cassette 
d e c k . Tu r n po w e r on . S e t t h e L i n e ~ o .d e t o " 0 f f " a n d 
Binary to .i'Of f". 
3. Dial the Interface selector switch to "Term/Modem" 
in order to control the Techtran 817 data cassette 
from the terminal. 
4. At the terminal, depress CTRL Z (by depressing CTRL 
an~ Z simultaneously) to rewind the tape. CTRL R 
puts the ~assette deck in the Write mode. The 
Write light should no~ be on. Type in at the 
terminal any desired spectrum label followed by 
Return and Line Fe~d. 
5. A.t the Tech.tr an 817, switch Binary to "on-line". 
6 . Di a 1 the I n t er face s e 1 e ct or switch to II MC A" . This 
action li~ks the MCA to the Techtran 817. 
7. Set the MCA Read Mode to "Type". Set the Memory 
Group selector switch to the position (1/4, 2/4, 
3/4, or 4/4) corresp6nding to the group from which 
the data is to be transf:ered. Deprel?s "Start 
Readout II. 
8. The tape will advance intermitten~ly ~s data is 
transf~red from the MCA. Transfer to th~ tape is 
complete when the MCA automatically resets to the 
Stop Mode. 
9. Change the Binary switch to "Off!!: on the Tech tr an 
817 unit. 
10. Position the Interface selector switch to 
"Term/Modem". 
11. At the ter~in~l, depress CTRL T to terminate th~ 
Write mo~e. The Wiite light will turn off. CTRL Z 
~ewinds the ~ape. 
12. Turn the Techtran 817, computer terminal, and modem 
of.f. 
-iv-
Data Transfer from Tape to Computer Data File 
1. Turn on the modem, Techtran 8410 d~tacas~ette deck, 
and terminal/printer in Room 315 9f Sinclaif Lab. 
Logan to the CYBER via tPlephone lines. 





3. Insert the cassette into the Techtran 8410. Depress 
the Read button. Data is printed at the terminal as 
it is read into RAWDAT .. 
4. Once all 1024 data have been properly read into 
RAWDAT, turn the T~chtran off momentarily to 
discontinue .reading from tape. En·ter ";" and hit 
RETURN. Re-enter ";" and hit IIRETURN·11 again. Once 
back in SENATOR, e n t er "REPLACE" t o s a v' e · t he f i 1 e 
RAWDAT. 
Si Transmission errors may result in the appearance of 
letters where there should be numbers. Hence, the 
file RAWDAT may need to be edited.. Th~ numerical 
e qui v a 1 e n t s ·of some 1 e t t e.r s a re 1 i s t e d b e 1 ow . 
A=l B=2 C=3 D=4 E=S 
F, G, I, Q, and U also appear octassionally 
The SEN ATOR commands IIFIND'' and "CHANGE II are he lpf u 1 


















DIMENSION A (205, 5), Y ( 1·025), X (256) 
INTEGER Y,A 
C READ DATA 
DO 50 I=l,205 
READ C5, 10) (A< I, K'>, K=l, 5) 
1121 FORMATC5X,4(I6, 1X) I6) 
50 CONTINUE 
C CHANGE TW.O DIMENSIONAL .ARRAY TO A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 
J=0 
DO 205 I=l,205 
DO 5 K=l,5 
J=J+l 
Y CJ ) =A C I , K) 
5 CONTI.NUE 
205 CONTINUE 
C REbUCE THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
I=0 




C . PUNCH DATA. 
WRITE (6, 100) CY (J), J=l, 512> 
100 FORMATC10CI6~ 1X>> 
END 
26 LI~ES COPIED. 
-vi-
RAWDAT -
3072 '314021 376000 376000 376571 371334 
3077 361100 36212178 35'3606 355315 365520 
3082 363045 345828 351862 34 7811 357085 
3087 343562 335657 339803 346505 336873 
3092 336058 335045 32121578 330851 32187'3 
3097 315553 311272 30'3300 312677 312724 
3102 295438 2'37652 299793 286752 288284 
3107 285153 274903 271053 264553 256222 
3112 251142 238017 227290 210573 210780 
3117 219188 216277 212329 2433'33 229706 
3122 237933 237'309 238603 229687 242299 
3127 251202 254188 244848 240883 24905'3 
3132 229540 223161 23134'3 226248 214255 
3137 225770 223691 214713 235023 201746 
3142 200279 201420 190735 198174 188843 
3147 182428 168364 174565 172520 177874 
3152 165774 165303 163099 161681 16851216 
3157 1663'32 175777 162547 164852 164'356 
3162 173195 162238 177376 166197 16.3256 
3167 158323 161025 157463 162662 145416 
3172 146626 161950 150114 150404 147725 
3177 143046 144301 154097 145587 15066"6 
3182 135446 134969 130655 12'3422 i 3624.0 
3187 131320 142870 126935 118236 -116678 
3192 106087 103732 097128 099141- 081446 
3197 080934 077865 079438 078063 0'38044 
r 
3202 0'36319 097854 097830 104151 099718 
3207 095083 104784 104362 112320 104126 
3212 099610 114156 104996 103397 101256 
3217 108608 114861 097117 096688 092096 
I 3222 083635 088150 086197 098176 092435 3227 090546 090806 ·087912 083023 071139 
3232 089001 082427 086759 069775 073423 
3237 058462 048739 054158 068394 055014 
3242 060576 071663 071958 067546 066333 
3247 068495 070250 076609 067113 071657 
3252 066001 068378 072031 070804 064414 
3257 059885 066767 063345 063503 06.1204 
3262 061636 062302 062968 064489 066010 
3267 064573 068040 06002·1 057484 056610 
3272 054980 055160 053288 043814 043336 
3277 032408 038273 030365 018852 024262 
3282 041261 028347 030132 030133 031920 
3287 041158 030585 052510 040961 042419 
3292 038835 046017 053199 0422~8 042690 
3297 031114 044138 037962 041763 043000 
~---
--- . .. 
-vii-
RAWDAT (continued) -
3302 037840 032513 030895 033525 029954 
3307 028184 040528 021433 026462 029642 
3312 025696 028917 029897 024297 032988 
3317 028431 02724'3 027380 025759 031'337 
3322 034223 037'329 031329 037668 022000 
3327 0242'35 030042 020822 033717 024054 
3332 031355 035268 03750'3 027044 035004 
3337 039536 024335 029355 023018 027822 
3342 026145 010058 014310 020100 022551 
3347 026868 032001 036666 035576 037832 
3352 047175 043633 041078 050841 054717 
3357 041385 049557 038397 049435 052889 
3362 0574'38 049847 047688 062881 054624 
3367 058498 042815 054722 051173 051177 
3372 033595 049810 041421 042880 049924 
3377 054855 047'306 058507 057519 061206 
3382 072876 058548 069552 074653 072694 
3387 058'353 066674 066917 07377'3 077116 
3392 074480 072616 068462 077130 081571 
,., 
3397 083542 06681'3 079182 072050 072213 
I 
'> 3402 079207 079984 083071 086674. 089780 
3407 0'35050 094700 077000 074863 08'36'31 
4\.. 
I: 
3412 078057 087552 087698 088829 096133 
3417 087298 088971 092022 085034 0'34650 
3422 075033 080947 071263 058175 056067 
3427 057153 062475 075640 080770 079924 
3432 096317 095608 104101 106481 103792 
3437 103518 102654 109639 11943 111836 
3442 107862 107512 110659 11217 , 109879 
3447 115461 108879 104619 121532 119887 
3452 135435 133856 133287 140570 126507 
3457 141395 141900 144885 146715 153289 
3462 153883 159784 159177 154058 157280 
3467 147111 163755 166597 170872 162164 
3472 169232 176926 176161 176.930 178918 
3477 179497 172275 178740 186444 195436 
3482 188580 179500 170083 181295 181169 
3487 191821 190656 187512 198271 195560 
3492 197841 180988 193256 193945 204851 
3497 198119 195298 213627 ·204718 214271 
3502 200635 210808 211320 216359 208814 
3507 204198 184756 203346 194.833 1 9251 9 
3512 177881 190677 181246 195863 204661 
3517 215812 215998 219318 224429 226988 
3522 229248 229209 ~37099 233185 236876 
3527 249431 248998 251716 258064 263774 
----- -·-.... ·- ---
-viii-
RAWDAT (continued) -
3532 2E.1036 273053 2'33118 287518 2'30398 
3537 288566 2'35306 306882 308645 314385 
3542 313016 308520 310408 323834 319685 
3547 325282 328235 341326 337541 336022 
3552 343277 344345 330252 338645 343310 
35~7 35'3367 35839'3 343450 35'3'318 356326 
3562 359810 37176'3 3670'33 370631 370030 
3567 375733 375784 38171'3 386886 3'35443 
3572 382'385 3'34465 386577 394202 4007'38 
3577 403239 416371 415242 427314 416377 
3582 425255 426353 428678 418761 426502 
3587 436732 426430 434052 437319 433222 
3592 447626 442n4 453232 .459482 470198 
t 
3597 471514 467760 464748 469264 458421 
3602 479759 470268 478350 487309 477499 
3607 494781 505717 487612 50857'3 491665 
3612 514193 504041 515367 509531 517085 
t . 
3617 50782'3 524048 522516 516085 528546 
3622 521429 52355'3 523633 530377 528563 
3627 531606 529038 523614 533620 524701 
3632 534887 531008 518708 535216 514088 
3637 522234 530708 536471 526448 535288 
3642 531606 535943 539126 526206 535978 
3647 528436 532295 520932 531204 518144 
3652 540011 556488 561378 570431 559656 
3657 579712 577945 588442 595713 585599 
3662 591076 594032 602368" 597211 597557 
3667 604821 589504 609274 608420 618323 
3672 616560 625644 618259 632281 626489 
3677 629048 629374 633718 644791 645981 
3682 646489 644394 647615 638908 638333 
3687 645424 641299 647685 655462 652900 
3692 649085 658869 655339 651070 649952 
3697 677990 663328 666044 666573 664985 
3702 666428 671264 667442 667255 662131 
3707 656831 667187 674828 661150 666028 
3712 669150 666448 668077 668580 677146 
3717 678372 681589 691420 69.2036 687606 
3722 694097 686708 688019 689533 68914·1 
\ \ r ; 3727 684518 683913 667701 661784 666519 
·-· ·t \ 
- ) 3732 667635 660965 661205 666403 692463 
3737 704278 698906 710256 717283 705731 
"1 3742 717511 724504 713528 718239 714282 
3747 717571 716933 726714 723510 733542 
3752 739386 737170 730021 729723 742176 
3757 731943 741724 725~58 734569 752409 
& •. 
__. .. ---------~...., --
-ix-
RAWDAT (continued) -
3762 750062 737108 729361 737874 737813 
3767 735243 738826 738311 744870 735734 
3772 736680 751248 736480 741506 737131 
3777 746'326 734805 744942 738736 749493 
3782 737990 736655 745048 735067 740766 
3787 734016 736638 746803 750277 737705 
3792 750260 748788 754431 745033 750623 
3797 750327 749311 758905 752310 752848 
3802 753663 749831 759949 749447 761719 
3807 75751'3 740305 745201 749264 76066'3 
3812 743065 738381 737139 746851 728430 
3817 728790 727370 734947 744146 742840 
3822 744791 739189 754498 766152 752532 
3827 745664 751596 74753'3 739622 732817 
3832 750145 746794 741715 744316 756732 
3837 745571 755567 747016 746759 741234 
t 
3842 749760 748712 749441 746381 748522 
3847 732189 742128 755276 734491 747077 
3852 760144 750031 756573 749787 760711 
I 3857 74526'3 756869 749148 750004 741720 3862 756079 751251 753487 742885 743542 
3867 751744 742463 751502 74'3388 749946 
I : 3872 751203 745613 742291 741943 743222 
3877 732931 727662 728523 723372 73.0939 
I 3882 724245 724202 727803 723888 738716 3887 729968 742469 744548 746047 740260 
3892 743040 744298 727632 732348 744278 
3897 737602 744544 735639 727464 751336 
3_902 733427 730858 744602 730501 734924 
3907 728104 726021 737337 71910~ 735769 
3912 722031 713109 714948 723436 728600 
3917 721152 705512 701241 697834 702180 
3922 692125 690490 686233 685594 695059 
3927 699211 702938 698004 699785 701116 
3932 708530 696310 708867 699957 703702 
3937 700983 698691 697564 692920 695195 
3942 691473 687015 687104 704082 683823 
3"947 683378 688639 682248 673890 677406 
3952 6843.24 6 79253 683490 666370 673970 
395i 6~4310 651783 648509 661848 646005 
396~ 643745 639286 623822 621583 623331 
3967 607683 619563 619669 623848 623098 
3972 6j°0271 630555 631485 625328 633127 
3977 635671 638239 639825 629176 630959 
3982 63321 7 633324 627625 620065 631_363 




3992 618969 617780 609537 613297 505497 
3997 607598 611143 602833 591903 599729 
4002 599964 595707 598792 587812 580597 
4007 582344 573810 573192 569189 568316 
4012 560631 554036 547913 545961 544254 
4017 549293 541109 555242 537422 553222 
4022 547736 551893 548546 536378 553877 
-
4027 548115 5425.17 547065 548250 543387 
4032 526561 544374 536002 528577 531532 
4037 528262 520416 528857 526276 509035 
4042 514731 510560 505836 497275 502781 
4047 477822 484117 476681 474755 460073 
4052 441920 440759 444921 442792 446452 
4057 450315 442552 445780 446633 455803 
4062 461985 465189 448405 459488 455355 
4067 465343 458618 460250 454894 445191 
> 
4072 455694 446283 452358 434844 424937 
t 4077 440215 426829 
427087 426944 424341 
4082 415164 410079 422544 403930 413115 
4087 406661 409352 400126 400999 336525 
4092 390703 394279 383223 391942 
-xi-
WDRIFT -
CTB030 \ 645010 376285 366217 360842 360917 354436 349836 350324 337730 341689 335552 325764 318716 310286 312700 296545 293272 286718 272978 260387 244579 218931 214984 214303 236549 237921 234145 246750 249518 244971 226350 228798 220012 219202 218384 200849 194454 185635 171464 175197 165538 162390 167449 169162 164904 167716 171786 160789 159244 154039 
~ 154288 150259 145385 149199 148126 135207 130038 133780 134902 117457 104909 \98134 81190 78651 88053 97086 100990 97400 104573 108223 106883 104196 104932 105989 94392 85892 92186 '31490 89359 77081 85714 78267 65942 51448 61704 66119 69752 67414 7342'3 69385 ) 6718'3 71417 62149 65056 62353 61969 63728 65291 64030 57047 55070 48551 37872 34319 21557 34804 30132 36539 41547 41690 42426 47743 36902 41050 42381 35176 32210 29069 30980 28052 
t : 27306 27097 30709 27314 28848 36076 34498 23147 25432 28885 33311 32276 37270 26845 25420 18101 17205 24709 34333 36 704 45404 45959 48051 43977 51162 53672 55284 56561 48768 51175 
t · 
41702 42150 52389 53206 5'3362 65712 72102 65823 667'35 75447 73548 72796 82556 73000 72131 79595 84872 92415 85850 82277 82804 88263 91715 90496 89842 77990 6471'3 56610 6'3057 80347 95992 105293 103655 106146 115634 107687 111414 112670 106749 120709 I 134645 136928 133951 143392 150002 156833 156617 152195 165176 166518 173079 176545 179207 175507 190940 184040 175689 186495 189084 196915 189414 193600 201485 204462 209494 205721 213839 206506 194051 193676 , , 
184279 188554 210236 217658 225708 229228 2351"42 2431·53 250357 260919 
1. 
267044 290318 289482 301094 311515 310768 31712~ 322483 334780 336781 3438·11 334448 351338 350924 358122 365789 368862 37288.1 378751 391164 388725 390389 402018 415806 421845 425804 423719 431617 430241 435270 
444870 456357 470856 466254 463842 475013 482829 486140 496664 500122 
509117 512449 512457 523282 5223°15 522494 527005 530084 526326 :ic='~S0 
532947 526962 518161 53.3589 530868 533774 532666: 532207 526613 :524674 
548249 565904 569684 583193 590656 592554 599789 601189 599389 613371 
621102 625270 627768 631546 645386 645441 643261 641878 644492 654181 
653977 653204 663971 664606 665779 668846 667348 659481 671007 663589 
667799· 668328 677759 686504 689821 690402 688776 6.86829 675807 664151 
664300 663804 698370 704581 711507 721007 715883 715926 721823 728526 
738278 729872 737059 733441 743489 743585 733617 736528 738568 74031212 
743964 738993 742028 739873 744114 737322 740057 737391 741720 743991 
749524 749732 750475 754108 752579 751747 754698 759669 742753 754966 
740723 741995 728610 731158 74349j 741990 7603~5 749098 749567 736219 
748469 743015 751151 751291 743996 749236 747911 740355 748702 740784 
755087 753180 752990 753008 745862 753665 748186 747643 746982 749667 
748408 742117 738076 728092 727155 724223 725845 734342 743508 743153 
743669 729990 740940 740091 739400 732142 737551 731514 731679 727435 
717570 719192 724876 703376 700007 691307 685913 697135 700471 700450 
7024~0 704412 702342 698127 694057 689244 69.5593 683600 685443 675648 










628406 634399 639032 630067 633270 
611417 606597 606'388 5'35816 597835 
546937 546773 548175 545322 549814 
532289 529897 524636 517655 512645 
443856 448384 444166 451218 463587 
443601 432576 426'358 425642 412621 
387582 












623845 627178 617008 617803 
593302 581520 573501 568752 
542462 550996 544791 545818 
501555 490301 480399 467414 
453946 460849 459439 450542 





DIMENSION X(52, 10),·Y(512) 
INTEGER X,Y,A,H,B L,S 




C READ SLOPING DATA 
DO 30 I=l,52 
READC5,20) <XCI,Kl,K=1, 10) 
20 FORMATC10CI6, 1X))· 
3121 CONT"INUE 
C 
C CHANGE TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY INTO A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 
J=0 
C 
DO 50 I=l,52 










S= < < H;_L> /256 > 
WRITE<6,55)A,H~B,L,S 
55 FORMATC4CI7, 1X), I6) 
C 
C CORRECT DATA FOR SLOPE 




DO 70 J=257,512 
Y CJ) =Y.<J>·- CS* (513-J> > 
70 CONTINUE 
C STORE CORRECTED DATA IN FILE NDRIFT 
WRITEC6,80)S 
80 FORMAT( 11 DATA CORRECTED FOR A SLOPE OF", I4, "COUNTS PER. CHANNEL") 
WRITEC6,90)LABEL 
90-FORMATCA10) 
WRITE CG, i00) CY CJ>, J=l, 512) 
100 FORMATC9CI6, lX>, I6) 
STOP 
END 





























































;94173;;87222;;70102;;67387;;76613; ;85470; ;89198; ;8543~;;92429;;9~30~ 
·'34387··91524··'32084··92'365;;811'32;;72516: ;78634; ;7776c:;75455;;6~001 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' - c- o·-,5 • • c-775<=' · c- -;c- 4r= ;71458;;63835;;51334;;36664;;46744;;5098~;;54440; j.JlJc_, 1.J .J1 ,~uJ J 
.r:117-.,··~5225··45781··48512··45633;;45073;;46656;;4804~;;46606;;~9447 
' ..J ..., ' ' ..., ' ' ' ' ' ' - - ~ - - - -. - -
,77-:,04 .. 70~99··19744··16015·· ·3077; ;16148; ;11300;;175,jl;;cc~6~;;cc~~0 
' ..., L.. J ' ' u ..., . ' ,, . ' ' , ' ' - - '3 - -, 
.?'='8°0· •-=-8071 · · 17014· ·20986· ·22141;; 14760;; 11618;; ;8,j01;; 100~6:; :6 ~c 
'L..L.. J ' 'L... .J ' ' ' ' ' ' 
- - r= 
•• c.n.1"··. •5625·. ·9061· · ·54'30·, ·, ·,6848;; 13900; ;12145;;; ;613;; ;c7c8;; ;500.J 
' ' 0"' "-' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
- .-, ,-.,, E, 4 
• 1 0 2 5 5' • • • 9 0 4 4 • • 1 3 8 6 2 • • • 3 2 6 1 ; ; ; 1 6 6 0 ; ; ' 5 8 3 5 ; ; ' 6 '3 0 7 ; ; ; ; 4 c 1 ; ; ; 9 8 6 '3 : ; 1 c "-' 
' ' ' ' ' '· ' ' ' · - - - -. 4 7 r= 
.~n,~88··~0967··22883· ·18633·,;25642;;27976;;29412; ;3051~; ;cc544;;c J 
, ... "''"'·. ,, ..... ,, ,, - r: - 47·-.37 
•1c-12c.••153'38••25461• •26102• •32082;-;38256;;44470;;~801..J;j~8811;; C 
, J _o,, .,, ,, 11 · _ c·-~c7 
·45212;;44284;;53868; ;44136;;43091;;50379;;55480; ;6~847; ;56106;;.Jc'.~J 
:c-~7 ~8 .. ~ 700 1 .. 61267 .. 5 9912··59042;;47014;;33567;;25282;;37553:;4866 ! ..JL.. "-' 1 1 ..J -:3 J 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! - .- ~ r= 8 7 -, ~ r 
•E,4176• ·73261 · ·71447· ·73762· ·83074"; ;74'351; ;7850c; ;7958.:'.; ;7~48.J;; ct:,~ 
' .J ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' 
- c .- - 1 - 1 101029;103136;;99983]109248;115682;122337;1~1~!5;117347;1~:!..Jc'.~l~r~r= 
177707·140997•14747'3·13'3603·154860;147784;1~9c..J7;149887;15 .... u00,1Jj9J 

































.-J·, '· ' 
-xv-










































130 * 6530 CTB030: RED, 7 HR H2S, FT 0.5 HR* 
140 644834;375933]365689;360138;360037;353380;348604:348916;336146;33992 150 333616;323552;315428;307822;310060;293729;290280;283550;259634;25685 16121. 240883;215059J210936;210079;232149;233345;229393;241822;244414;23969 
170 220894;223166;214204;213218;212224;194513;187942;178947;164600;15815 180 158322.;154998;159881;151418;156984;159620;153514:152341;150620;14523" 
190 1 't_5312; 141107; 136057; 139695; 138446; 125351 ; 120006; 123572; 124518; 10689 
200 ;94173;;97222;;70102;;5~387;;76613;;85470;;89198;;85432;;92429;;9590 
210 ;94387;;91524;;92084;;92965;;81192;;72516; ;78634;;77752;;75455;;6300 220 ;71458;;63835;;51334;;36664i;46744;;50983;;54440;;51926;;57765;;5354 230 ;51173;;55225;;45781;;48512;f45633; ;45073; ;46655;;48043~;46606;;3944" 240 ;372941;30599;;19744;;16015;;;3077;;16148;;11300;;17531;;22363;;2233 250 ; 22890; ; 28031 ; ; 1 7014; ; 20986; ; 22141 ; ; 14 750; ; 11618; ; ; 8301 ; ; 10036; ; ; 693 
260 ; ;6010;; ;5625;; ;9061;; ;5490;; ;6848;; 13900;; 12146;;; ;619;; ;2728;; ;StZ11Zl: 270 ; 10255; ; ; 9044; ; 13862; ; ; 3261 ; ; ; 1660; ; '-5835; ; I 6907; ; ; ; 421 ; ; ; 9869; ; 120/:, 280 ;20588;;20967;;22883;;18633;;25642;;27976;;29412;;30513;;22544;;2477c 





























466525;470033;470217;481218;480427;480782;485469;488724;485142;48815~ 492115;486306;477681;493285;490740;493822;492890;492607;487189;485426 509177;527008;S30964;544649;552288;554362;561773;563349;561725;575883 
5837~0;588134;590808j594762;508778;609009;607005;605798;608588;618453 618425;617828;628771;629662;630931.;634174;632852;625161;636863;629621 634007;634712;64~31~;653240;656733;657490;656040;654~69;643423;631943 632268;631948;666690;673077;680179;689855;684907;685126t691199;698078 708006; 699776; 707139; 7·03597; 713921 ; 7141 93; 704401 ; 707 488; 709704; 711614 715452 ;_710657; 713868; 711889; 716306; 709690; 712.601; 710111; 714616; 717063 
722772;723156;724075;727884;726531;725875;729002;734149;717409;729798 715731;717179;703970;706694;719205;717878;736389i725338;725983;712811 725237;719959;728271;728587;721468;726884;725735;718355;726878;719136 733615;731884;731870;732064;725094;733073;727710;727403;726918;729779 728696;722581;718716;708908;708147;705391;707189;715862;725204;725025 
·> 





130 * 6630 CTB030: RED, 7 HR H2S, FT 0.5 HR* 







210 ;94387; ;91524; ;92084; ;9296.5; ;81192; ;72516; ;78634; ;77762; ;75455; ;6300 
220 ;71458;;63835;;51334;;36664;;46744;;50983;;54440;;51926;;57765;;5354 
230 ;51173;;55225;;45781;;48512;;45633;;45073; ;46656;;48043;i46606;;3'344' 
240 ;37294;~_30599;;19744;;16015;;;3077i;16i48;;11300;;17531;;22363;;2233 
250 ;22890;.;28031;; 17014; ;20986; ;22.141;; 14760; ;' 11618;; ;8301; ;10036~, ;693' 
260 ; ;6010;; ;5625;; ;9061;; ;5490;; ;6848;; 13900;; 12146;;; ;61 '3;; ;2728;; ;600~ 
270 ; 10255; ; ; 9044; ; 13862; ; ; 3261 ; ; ; 1660; ; ' 5835'; ; ' 6907; ; ; ; 421 ; ; ; 9869; ; 1206 
280 ;20588;;20967;;22883;;18633~;25642;;27976;;29412;;30513;;22544;;2477' 
290 ; 15125; ; 15398; ; 25461 ; ; 26102; ; 32082; ; 38256; ; 444 70; ; 38015; ;· 38811; ; 4 728 




























































































(See PROCFIL for DUSK code) 
PROCFIL -
DAWN -
101ZJ . PROC, DAWN. 
110 DEFINE,PR. 







190 LABEL,MT1,L=$SPEC.LIB.V$,VSN=CTB002, R,PO=R. 
200 REWIND,*. 
210 COPYEI,MTl,Vl. 
220 UNLOAD, MT 1. 





280 ATTACH, PR. 
290 ATTACH, Vl. 













600 RETURN, MT2. 
610 PURGE, VL 
.620 PURGE, V2. 
630 PURGE, PR. 






280 ATTACH, PR. 













420 PURGE, V 1. 
430 PURGE, V2. 


















420 PURGE, VL 
430 PURGE, V2. 













120 SETA C3, 2, 1 > 
130 SETW C 1 , 1 , 1 > 
140 CALI (0.053223, 122.20866) 
150 NEGLC1> 
160 BASEC586000/~,0/0,0/0) 
170 SEXTC38330/1, 1'30/1,.15/1,0/1,0.5/1) 
180 SEXTC38281/1,214/1,.23/1,0/1,0.5/1) 












VII.E. Appendix V - Calculations 
Extent of Reduction: 
1 [ Fe 30 4 l10 
k = - --- ln - . - - - - -··- . - -
t [Fe 3o4 ]0 
1 0.516 
k = ------- ln -------
10 hr 0.918 
k -0.0576 hr -1 = 
[Fe304]60 0.516 [ (-0.0576 -1 hr) J = exp hr ).( 60 
[Fe304]60 = 1. 6% 
Therefore, 98.4% of iron reduced after 60 hours 
Conversion: 
Data from Huff (1982): 
at T 0 = 250 C, 
k = 130 
umoles Hz+CO converted 
-------------------- .------
g unreduced cat.-min-atm 
Plug Flow Reactor Model: 
Vdk 








where x • (ractional conversion 
V • reactbr volume 0.48 cm3 
3 d ~ catalyst density= 2.9 g/cm 
k • kinetic constant, 
umoles H2+CO converted 
. ---------------~---------
g unreduced cat.-min-atm 
F = molar flowrate = 223 umole/min 
Substitut.ing: 
(0.48)(130)(2.9) 
x = 1 - exp ( - .. ------------ - ) 
( 2 )( 22'3) 
X = 0.33 
Activ.itY (Reactor Basis): 
r = xF 
r = 74.4 
umole H2+CO converted 
. . -
min 
r = 53.4 




Seven hour Poisoning Run: 
10 cm3 60 min 0.02 mole H2S )2.06 g S 
7 hr(------~)(--- ----)(---~-~-----j---)(-----------) 
min hr 22400 cm mole H2s 
• 0.1202 g S/0.48 3 cm 
120.2 mg S cm3 cat . g cat 
• (-0.48-cm~-cat)(-2.9-g-cat-)(-0.644-g-Fe-) 
-xxiv-
• 134 mg S/g Fe 
Five minute Poisoning Run: 
5 min 1 hr 
• (.134 mg s/g F~)(-------)(~-------) 
7 hr 60 min 
= 1..6 mg S/g Fe 
